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1.0 SUMMARY
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of wing loading on the design of short
takeoff and landing (STOL) transports using (1) mechanical flap systems, and (2) externally blown
flap systems. Aircraft incorporating each high-lift method were sized for Federal Aviation
Regulation (F.A.R.) field lengths of 2,000 feet, 2,500 feet, and 3,500 feet, and for payloads of 40,
150, and 300 passengers, for a total of 18 point-design aircraft. An assumed 1975 level of
technology was applied to both concepts in terms of propulsion, weights, active controls,
supercritical wing methodology, and acoustics.
The objective of this study was to determine if low-wing-loading short takeoff and landing (STOL)
transports with mechanical flaps (MF) are competitive with externally blown flap (EBF)
configurations. Aircraft incorporating each high lift method were sized for Federal Aviation
Regulation (F.A.R.) field lengths of 2,000 feet, 2,500 feet and 3,500 feet, and for payloads of 40,
150 and 300 passengers for a total of 18 point design aircraft.
Throughout the study every effort was made to evaluate the two concepts on a common basis, so
that a true comparison would emerge. An assumed 1975 level of technology was applied to both
concepts in terms of propulsion, weights, supercritical wing methodology and acoustics.
All airplanes were sized for the same mission (.8 Mach cruise speed) using the same engine
technology. Weight estimating methods were identical except for weight scaling of the flaps and flap
tracks for the EBF configurations.
An important factor in this study was the assumption that an active gust load alleviation (GLA)
system was incorporated on all airplanes. The benefits of such a system are structural weight
reduction due to limitation of design gust loads to 2.5 g's and ride smoothing.
In the absence of F.A.R.'s for powered lift configurations a set of takeoff, approach and go-around
safety margins were developed so that the EBF airplane takeoff and landing performance would be
comparable to the MF airplane. Low speed aerodynamic characteristics for the MF configurations
were developed from empirical and theoretical high lift data. Low speed aerodynamic characteristics
for the EBF airplanes were based on NASA wind tunnel data.
Supercritical wing technology was assumed for both concepts. Wing thickness was determined so
both MF and EBF configurations would have the same wing drag divergence Mach number.
A specific noise criteria was not a constraint of the study. However, an equivalent level of noise
attenuation was applied to both concepts, except that a 10 dB noise increase was assigned to the
EBF configurations due to the under wing blowing.
The two concepts were compared primarily on a gross weight basis. In addition, a noise and direct
operating cost (DOC) comparison was made for selected design point airplanes. For the range of
field lengths and payloads investigated the MF configurations were lighter, quieter and more
economical than the EBF configurations. Gust load alleviation provides a large weight savings for
airplanes with field lengths shorter than 2,500 feet. This improvement is greater for the MF
configurations.
Because the results of design studies like this one are sensitive to the ground rules assumed, careful
attention has been paid to describing the assumptions. These assumptions must be understood
before the results are compared with other STOL airplane studies.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
A large number of STOL airplane aerodynamic configuration studies have been performed to
examine various powered lift concepts. Most of these studies indicated that wing loadings in the
neighborhood of 100 Ibs/ft^ were desired to provide high speed cruise performance and acceptable
ride. A study was completed in 1971 for NASA by Boeing-Wichita, Reference 1, on a 130
passenger, 2,000 foot F.A.R. field length configuration. Results of the study are also presented in
Reference 2. This study showed that by utilizing modern control system technology to provide ride
smoothing, a low-wing-loading (50 Ibs/ft2) 2,000 foot field length STOL airplane appeared
competitive with a high-wing-loading powered lift design, (airplane model 751 of Reference 1).
Because powered lift was not relied upon, the configuration which resulted offered advantages in
system simplicity, reliability and safety.
The objective of the current study was to:
• Determine the effects of wing loading on the design of larger and smaller airplanes than
the referenced configuration.
• Compare the mechanical flap and externally blown flap concepts as field length and
payload vary.
STOL transports were sized for payloads of 40, 150 and 300 passengers for F.A.R. field lengths of
2,000 feet, 2,500 feet and 3,500 feet. The airplanes were sized for a mission consisting of three
unrefueled 250 nautical mile hops plus reserves, the cruise portion of which was flown at M = .8 at
35,000 feet. The airplanes were first sized considering low-wing-loading, which for the purpose of
this study is defined as achieving STOL performance from mechanical flaps (MF). Airplanes were
then sized with externally blown flaps (EBF) resulting in a total of 18 point design aircraft. To
assist in evaluating the merits of each configuration, the direct operating costs and noise aspects of
selected point design airplanes were determined.
Initially the ground rules and assumptions for a 1975 level of technology were established followed
by the development of the wing planform for the MF configuration. Takeoff and landing design
constraints were determined and tail sizing criteria were established prior to sizing of the 18 point
design airplanes. Finally, a comparison of the 18 airplanes was made on a gross weight basis without
the weight penalties associated with noise attenuation. One iteration was made on selected design
point aircraft to determine the gross weight penalty which would result from noise suppression.
Direct operating costs (DOC) were determined and DOC sensitivity trade studies were
accomplished.
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3.0 SYMBOLS
AP,
AR
AWET
aH
av
aWB
BPR
b
CAF
CD
CDFLAPS
DOWN
cDj
CD,
MIN
CRUISE
CG
CL
CLE
-APP
— Change in functional area for a particular fuselage segment
— Aspect ratio
- Wetted area, m2 (ft2)
— Horizontal tail lift curve slope, per deg.
— Vertical tail life curve slope, per deg.
— Wing-body lift curve slope, per deg.
— Engine by-pass ratio
— Wing span, m(ft)
— Aft flap chord, percent local chord
— Airplane drag coefficient
— Airplane flaps-down drag coefficient
— Induced drag coefficient
— Skin friction drag coefficient based on wing reference area
— Zero lift or parasite drag coefficient with no compressibility
— Cruise configuration minimum parasite drag coefficient
— Skin friction drag coefficient based on wetted area
— Airplane center of gravity as a fraction of wing aerodynamic center
— Airplane lift coefficient
— Leading edge flap chord, percent local chord
— Airplane approach lift coefficient
CL — Airplane lift curve slope, per deg
Ci, — Horizontal tail lift coefficient
. . . . . . . . . , . . - . . . „ , . . . — - - - - -
— Lift coefficient for minimum wing twist factor
— Maximum lift coefficient_
i — Vertical tail lift coefficient
L — Airplane lift coefficient corresponding to minimum flight speed
VMIN
L — Airplane lift coefficient corresponding to stall speed
~ Wing-body lift coefficient
— Rolling moment coefficient due to sideslip, per deg.
— Main flap chord, percent local chord
CM — Pitching moment coefficient
CM — Wing-body pitching moment coefficient at zero lift
° W B . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
Cp — Yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip, per deg.
P*
Cn — . Vertical tail yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip, per deg.
PV .
Cn _ — Wing-body yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip, per deg.
P WB
Cp — Pressure coefficient, ^-? -
..— Thrust coefficient, _!_ . ,
qS .....
• • . - - • • . ' . . . • • -
R / IAV ~ Maximum thrust coefficient, ' MAXMAX.
 qS •
c — Chord, m (in)
c^ — two dimensional drag coefficient
C| — Two dimensional lift coefficient
"c — Wing mean aerodynamic chord, m (in)
D — Drag and diameter, newtons (Ib), m (ft)
DLj - Change in fuselage diameter over the change in length of each
fuselage segment ,
^RAM ~ Engine ram drag, newtons (Ib)
dB - Decibel
EBF - Externally blown flap
Fjyj — Scaled engine sea level static thrust, newtons (Ib)
Fjyj — Reference engine sea level static thrust, newtons (Ib)
REF • . . ,
f — Frequency, Hz
GLA — Gust load alleviation
g - Acceleration of gravity, m/sec2 ("/sec2)
- . . , - , ' - : • " . i . '
1
 *D O\2Z ~ Airplane yaw moment of inertia, kg - rrr (slug — ft^)
ij — Horizontal tail incidence, deg.
KB| — Fuselage" wave drag factor
Kf — Interference and tolerence factor for adjustment of skin friction drag
(L/D)gQ(j|v — Equivalent lift-to-drag ratio
IB — Fuselage length, m (ft)
ft — Horizontal tail arm measured from the wing aerodynamic center to
the horizontal tailaerodynamic center, m (in)
\j — Vertical tail arm measured from the wing aerodynamic center to the
vertical tail aerodynamic center, rri (in)
M — Free stream Mach number
MQQ — Two dimensional Mach number
M3Q — Three dimensional Mach number
. . . .—. Airplane drag divergence Mach number •
— Drag divergence Mach number of a 1969 technology wing
— Wing drag divergence Mach number
Mj_ — Local Mach number
MQ — Free stream Mach number for which compressibility drag begins to
develop on the body
Mp — Free stream Mach number for which maximum compressibility drag
has developed on the body
MF — Mechanical flap
N — Number of engines
NOY — Unit of perceived noisiness
n — Load factor
OWE — Operating weight empty, newtons (Ib)
PN L — Perceived noise level
q — Dynamic pressure ^ 9/rn2 ('b/ft2'
S - Wing area, m2 (ft2)
SB — Body cross sectibrial area, rn2 (ft2)
SFC — Engine specific fuel consumption
SPL — Sound pressure level ,
SH — Horizontal tail area, m2 (ft2)
— Reference area, m2 (ft2)
Sv - Vertical tail area, m2 (ft2)
T — Thrust, newtons (Ib)
8
•BL
TPRIM
TREF
TSTATIC
t/c
VAPP
VCW
VH
VJET
V LOF
'MC
'MCG
'MU
VMO
V R
Ve
VV
-OEI
— Blowing thrust, newtons (Ib)
- Direct thrust which does not interact with lift and drag, newtons (Ib)
— Reference thrust, newtons (Ib)
— Static thrust, newtons (Ib)
— Wing thickness ratio, factional part of local chord
— Aircraft approach speed, knots
— Cross wind component perpendicular to aircraft flight path, knots
— Equivalent airspeed, knots
— Horizontal tail volume coefficient
W
- Jet velocity, m/sec
— Airplane lift off speed, knots
— Airplane engine out minimum control speed, knots
— Airplane engine out ground minimum control speed knots
— Airplane minimum unstick speed, knots
— Airplane maximum operational speed, knots
— Airplane takeoff rotation speed, knots
— Airplane stall speed, knots
— Vertical tail volume coefficient
— Critical engine failure speed, knots
— Takeoff climb speed, knots
-/
— Takeoff climb speed with one engine inoperative, knots
— Gross weight, newton (Ib)
XAQ — Wing body aerodynamic center measured relative to the mean aero-
dynamic chord, m (in)
XQQ " — Center of gravity ' measiirecTrelative to the mean aerodynamic chord,
m (in) '
X/C — Fractional percent of local chord measured along the chord
XjyjQ — Main landing gear location measured relative to the mean aerodynamic
chord, m (in)
ye - Critical engine moment arm, m (in)
Zj — Engine pitching moment arm, m (in)
a
 APP ~ Angle of attack at approach lift coefficient, deg.
a
 5 - Stall angle of attack, deg.
y — Flight path angle, deg.
Aa — Incremental angle of attack, deg.
CQ — Induced drag of leading edge flaps
'TE
AC — Drag rise due to compressibility'
DM
CQ — Fuselage drag rise due to compressibility
MB /.
DP
MINLE
PMINTE
- Drag correction for variation from parabolic polar, clean wing
— Parasite drag of leading edge flap
— Parasite drag of trailing edge flap
Ag — Change in load factor
A.
"TECH ~~ Mac'1 number technology correction for wing design technology other
thanMDD ..
. . \s - j . . . .
10
I\/L '— Mach number thickness correction ' , ;-•.< •'
MA — Mach number sweep correction
:,f~
CQ — Drag correction for variation from parabolic polar with leading and
trailing edge flaps down
. ^CRAB ~ - • Cral3 angle of Jandin9 9ear relative to the ground velocity vector
at touchdown, deg.
<5 p — Wing flap angle, deg. ,.
6 Q — Nonelliptic factor for untwisted wings
tf/^O ~ Twist factor
?7 — Percent semispan
~~ Pitch 'attitude with all engines operating, deg.
- Pitch attitude with outboard engine inoperative, deg.
A — Sweep angle, deg. .
Ac /4 — Sweep of quarter chord, deg. ;
A^pp — Effective wing sweep angle, deg.
X — Wing taper ratio
P - Atmospheric density,1 k9/m3(sltJ9s/ft3)
oj
 n . . — Dutch roll natural frequency, 1/secD R • - • • , . - • ' ,
— Change in sidewash with respect to sideslip
11
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4.0 1975 TECHNOLOGY ASSUMPTIONS 
This section discusses the background and details of assumed 1975 technology in terms of 
propulsion, weights, gust load alleviation (G LA) system weight, supercritical wing methodology, lift 
and drag. 
Propulsion system improvements anticipated for 1975 technology advancement were applied to 
both the MF and EBF configurations. Both the MF and the EBF configurations were found to be 
gust load critical because of low-wing-Ioadings. G LA was required and applied to both 
configurations. 
Through the use of supercritical wing technology, it was possible to develop a wing for the MF 
configurations which was capable of a .8 Mach cruise speed. Since only 10 degrees sweep was 
required, maximum low speed lift was attained. The EBF configuration wing geometry was 
specified by NASA. The thickness distribution for the EBF configuration wing, which had a 30 
degree sweep, was developed so it would have the same drag divergence Mach number as the M F 
configuration wing. 
4.1 PROPULSION SYSTEM 
The powerplants for this study were synthesized using the following ground rules and engine 
characteristics. 
• Installation losses were assumed to be the same as those developed for installing a 
TF39-1 A engine. The installation effects amount to four percent takeoff rated thrust loss 
and seven percent increase in SFC at cruise (M = .8 at 35,000 feet). 
• Nacelle dimensions were scaled using the CF6-6D engine as the baseline (two-thirds length 
fan duct cowl). 
Fan Duct Diameter = .0441 
Fan Duct Length = 0.676 (F~ / F~ ) (F~ ) , Ft. Ref Ref 
where 
FN Ref = 39,400 Ibs. 
• Basic acoustic characteristics were assumed to be equivalent to those of the CF6-6D 
engine. 
13 
1975 engine technology is a basic assumption of the study, therefore a two percent fuel
flow improvement over installed TF39-1A performance at cruise was used, this amounts
to a seven percent improvement over installed CF6-6D performance at cruise. Takeoff
thrust lapse rate (thrust decay with velocity) was assumed to be the same as the lapse rate
on the TF39-1A engine and is shown in Figure 1. TF39-1A lapse rate (FN/FN») is about
two percent worse at takeoff speed than the CF6-6D. Installed thrust specific fuel
consumption (TSFC) curves are shown in Figure 2.
Weight scaling is commensurate with the GE-13/F6 engine.
TF 39-1A
Sea level
Standard day
60 80 100 120
Airspeed ~ KTAS
Figure 1 Takeoff thrust lapse rate
4.2 WEIGHTS METHODOLOGY
The Airplane Sizing and Mission Performance (ASAMP) computer program (Reference 3) contains a
Class I weight prediction subroutine. Class I weight predictions are developed parametrically based
on preliminary configuration data. These methods were intended primarily for commercial subsonic
transports, but have been expanded to cover STOL types, as discussed below. Class I weight
prediction methods are expected to yield relative weight accuracies between 5% and 10% when
comparing several aircraft designed to do similar transport tasks.
Emphasis has been placed on weight prediction improvements for MF and EBF STOL
14
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configurations. Since the Reference 1 study was completed, the weights module of the ASAMP
computer program has been updated by the methods of Reference 4. The wing weight portion of
this revision of the computer program has subsequently been updated by the methods of Reference
5. Adjustments to the methods of Reference 4, which is Conventional Takeoff and Landing (CTOL)
oriented, to account for STOL weight trends are as fol.lows:
Itern^
Fuselage
Landing Gear
Passenger Accommodations
Cargo Accommodations
Emergency Equipment
Air Conditioning
EBF Configurations Only (See Flow Chart, Figure 3).
Trailing Edge Flap
Area Factor
Fowler Motion Factor
Weight Multipliers
1.15
1.25
.86
.67
1.12
1.05
1.47
1.57
Structural box
Aileron
Spoiler
Miscellaneous
Leading edge flap
Trailing edge flap Trailing Edge flap
L = Total wing weight
Figure 3 ASAMP wing weight flow chart
Weight multipliers are used in the following manner:
1
 ' ' \/ ASAMP PREDICTED ]
 = / WEIGHT \ / ASAMP PREDICTED ]
\COMPONENT WEIGHT/STOL \MULTIPLIER/ ^COMPONENTWEIGHT/CTOL
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Background data and justification for the primary engine weight scaling factor are shown on Figure
4. The slope, of the line through the data point labeled GE-13/F6 is .152-lbs/lbs. The scaling
relationship for primary engine weight is:
 :
Primary Engine Weight = .152 (FN/FNRef) (FNRe f ) ' l b S -
••N ,= 39,400 Ibs.
where:
*
'Ref
4.2.1 GUST LOAD ALLEVIATION SYSTEM WEIGHTS "
^An assumption of this study is that the airplane structure would be designed to 2.5 g's limit load
factor. If the design load factor had to be increased due to gust loads, then a gust load alleviation
(GLA) system would be incorporated, which would insure that the airframe would not be exposed
to "g" loads higher than 2.5. .,'
The systems involved in achieving GLA are:
Hydraulics and Pneumatics .
Electronics
Surface Controls
Figure 5(a) illustrates the method for increasing the weight of these systems for design load factors
higher than 2.5 due to gust load criticality.
The critical gust load factors are shown on Figure 5(b). the critical load factors for the wings of
both the MF and EBF configurations occur at 360 KEAS (assumed VMO) at 20,000 ft. in a 50
ft/sec (EAS) vertical gust. The two wings have a different gust load factor at the same wing loading
because they have different wing planforms, and hence different lift curve slopes.
Figure 5(a) was derived from experience gained from the programs of References 1, 6, 7 and 8.
A more detailed weight investigation was made to check the validity of the hydraulic and pneumatic
'GLA weight multiplier shown in Figure 5(a). The 150 passenger 2,000 ft. MF configuration (lowest
wing loading) was used for the investigation. At 360 KEAS four degrees of aft flap deflection is
required to limit the airframe response to a 50 ft/sec vertical gust to 2.5 g's, (see Section 8.7.1).
Total unbalanced surface hinge moments for this flight condition are shown in Table 1. The
actuators would be housed inside the flap track fairings. The weight per unit force output
compatible with 1970 actuator technology is .0023 Ib/lb force for a 3000 psi hydraulic system. The
resulting weights of the actuators required to deflect the GLA flap four degrees are also shown in
Table 1.
,/ t • ' .' . ' -
An actuator rate requirement of 60 degree/sec will require the volumetric flow rates shown in Table
1. Based on current equipment, hydraulic pumps capable of supplying these flow rates will weigh
17
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approximately .8 Ib/gpm flow rate. Hydraulic pump weights are also shown in Table 1. The last
entry in Table 1 is the computed GLA weight multiplier which is derived from the combination of
hydraulic pump and actuator weights. From Figure 5(a) the GLA weight multiplier used in this
study is 1.36 for a wing loading of 42 psf.
TABLE 1 DETAILED GLA HYDRAULIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
No.
Passengers
40
150
300
Moment
(Ft-Lb)
14,700
83,600
306,000
Actuator
Weight
(Lb)
40
127
302
Hydraulic
Flow Rate
(gpm)
16
91
333
Hydraulic
Pump Weight
(Lb)
13
73
266 '
GLA Computed
Weight
Multiplier
1.07
1.21
1.43 • • - • •
4.2.2 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
Structures Group
The Structures Group is made up of the following items:
Wing
Horizontal Tail
. Vertical Tail , ' ' ;."
., Fuselage . . '
Landing Gear
Engine Struts " " ' . ' . ' . - ,
Engine Nacelles
Engine Duct
Engine Mount ' •" • " • • • ' .
Figure 6 is a correlation of actual versus ASAMP predicted wing weight for a wide range of airplanes
using the method of Reference 5. A correlation of the total'actual Structures Group weights
compared to the ASAMP predicted summation is shown on Figure 7. The ±10 percent accuracy
lines are included.
Propulsion Group . •
• • • ' ; ' • ' , ' • • ' ' '
The Propulsion Group contains the following items: . ' ' • ' • ' • •
Primary Engines . - . - . ; ,
 : . . - - . . . - ' • :
Engine Accessories • . . . _ - . . . . . . • • • • • • > ' '
Engine Controls .
Engine Starting System ..
 :J .
Thrust Reversers . . .
Fuel System , .
 ;. ••<-. ."•-'•
Reference Figure 4 for primary engine weight. The total Propulsion(Group weight .correlation by
ASAMP is shown on Figure 8.
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Fixed Equipment Group .
The Fixed Equipment Group contains the following items:
Instruments
Surface Controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electricals
Electronics
Flight Desk Accommodations
Passenger Accommodations
Cargo Accommodation
Emergency Equipment -
Air Conditioning
Anti-Icing
APU
The ASAMP predicted correlation with actual total Fixed Equipment is shown on Figure 9.
Standard And Operational Items ,
Standard Items
Standard items are equipment and fluids not an integral part of a particular aircraft and not a
variation for the same type of aircraft. These items may include, but are not limited to the
following:
Unusable fuel and other unusable fluids
Engine oil '
Toilet fluid and chemical
Fire extinguishers, pyrotechnics, emergency oxygen equipment
Structure in galley, buffet and bar •
Supplementary electronic equipment .<
! « > • - . ' ' '
Operational Items :
Operational items are personnel, equipment and supplies necessary for a particular operation but
not included in basic empty weight. These items may vary for a particular aircraft and may include,
but are not limited to the following:
Crew and baggage
Manuals and navigational equipment
Removable service equipment for cabin, galley and bar
Food and beverages, including liquor
Usable fluids other than those in useful load
Life rafts, life vests and emergency transmitters
Aircraft cargo handling system and cargo container
The correlation is shown on Figure 10.
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Figure 6 Wing weight correlation
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4.2.3 FINAL WEIGHT STATEMENTS
Final weight statements for the 18 point design airplanes of this study are contained in Appendix A.
4.3 AERODYNAMICS
4.3.1 SUPERCRITICAL WING METHODOLOGY
The method used for this study enables the designer to choose the wing section required to satisfy a
given design mission. The critical assumption is that the performance of a three-dimensional wing
can be predicted from its two-dimensional section characteristics. Consequently, -if the
two-dimensional characteristics of a family of airfoil sections of current technology can be
predicted, then a series of wings using these sections can be matched to the design mission and the
optimum wing section selected. The problem to solve is: given the technology level and the
three-dimensional drag divergence Mach number, how does one make the transformations to section
drag divergence and lift and the corresponding section thickness ratio back out again to a wing
thickness distribution that will in fact demonstrate the proper drag divergence and drag rise. A
discussion of two-dimensional to three-dimensional correlation is required before this solution can
be explained.
Two-Dimensional Generalization
Data from several two-dimensional wind tunnel tests have been generalized and used to predict the
performance of a complete family of airfoil sections. Ordinarily the analysis is accomplished in two
parts; first, polar shape is determined and second, drag rise and critical Mach number obtained.
However, in this study the order of events in the use of this method was modified slightly. A cruise
Mach number of .8 was a goal of the study. Based on previous experience the corresponding wing
drag divergence Mach number was .81. Therefore, rather than solving for the drag divergence Mach
number knowing thickness distribution, the reverse was done. Drag rise and polar shape are handled
in ASAMP in the drag routine. This will be discussed in Paragraph 4.3.2
Drag Rise and Drag Divergence Mach Number
The key assumptions related to drag rise, drag divergence and the associated section thickness ratios
are discussed below.
An idealized chordwise pressure distribution was devised as illustrated in the following sketch:
C D f o r M . = 1 . 2
XT Li
c C _ f o r M T = 1.0XT Ll
1.0
x/c
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The upper surface cp corresponds to a local Mach number of 1.2 (and extends from the leading
edge) back to the pressure recovery point. At the recovery point (60 percent chord point) the cp
drops to a local Mach number of 1..0 with "a linear recovery to the trailing edge. Assuming.the
thickness pressures from Reference 9, this cp distribution will give various GI capabilities as a
function of free stream Mach number, thickness ratio and recovery point. An example of this
process is shown on Figure 11 for a recovery point at .6 chord. This drag divergence Mach number
curve represents the envelope of a family of airfoils designed to the above specified pressure
distribution with different camber and thickness ratios. The level of technology represented by
these data have been verified by personnel in the 8-Foot Tunnels Branch at NASA Langley.
.74 .76 .78 .80 .82 .84 .86
Section drag divergence Mach number
. . . - > • • '''Figure ll'r-Technology level: . , . . . . . . . /
Two-Dimensional to Three-Dimensional Correlation
In order to use the generalized two-dimensional data, a procedure must be developed to convert the
two-dimensional (2D) to three-dimensional (3D) characteristics. The obvious point of departure is
simple sweep theory, which gives the following relationships:
Mon :-=3 Mon (Sec A)
CL = C| (Cos2 A)
Cn = cH (Cos3 A)
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This theory has been applied with two slight modifications. First, the sweep of the recovery point is
used as the effective sweep angle when calculating the drag divergence boundary. This can be
justified by noting it is the shock sweep that determines drag divergence, not the quarter chord
sweep, and the shock is generally located at the section pressure recovery point. In addition, a .90
factor should be applied to the three-dimensional lift coefficient to allow for the decrease in lift at
the root and tip. Therefore, the following expressions should be used for the three-dimensional drag
rise derivation: . .
M3DDR = M2D(Sec AEFF)
CLDR = -9ci(Cos2 AEFF>
Second, a cos2 A correction to the drag coefficient gives a much better correlation. It was found
experimentally that the cos^ A effect could not be justified. Consequently, the following
expressions were used to calculate the three-dimensional polar shape:
CLps = c,(Cos2Ac /4)
CDPS = cd(Cos2 Ac/4)
Note the quarter chord sweep is recommended for use in the polar shape derivation because
experimental results indicate that this relationship yields a valid correlation.
4.3.2 HIGHSPEED DRAG ESTIMATION
Prediction of subsonic airplane drag in the cruise configuration is an internal routine in ASAMP.
The prediction methods are used when wind tunnel data is not available for the specific
configuration of interest.
The drag estimation method used in this study is based on theoretical and experimental data which
have been accumulated in recent years. Results from Boeing research programs and airplane
development efforts, such as 737 and 747 are included.
The total subsonic drag is made up of three general terms: . •
CD - cDo . + CD. + 4cpw
TOTAL DRAG PARASITE INDUCED DRAG RISE
(COMPRESSIBLE)
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Parasite Drag
Parasite:drag includes the friction and pressure (separation, interference, profile) drag assuming no
compressibility effects. All compressibility effects are.accounted for in the 4Cn. term. =
' - . - , - . M
If
C
°o = sTT [XXCfAwet) wing
"
eT
 |_ horizontal tail
vertical tail
fuselage
nacelle
where
Kf is an empirical factor for interference and construction tolerances representing
CD /CD and is assumed to have the value of: Kf = 1.26
Cf is the friction drag coefficient for a fully turbulent boundary layer on a smooth
flat plate corrected for temperature due to compressibility in the boundary layer by
the mean enthalpy method. Cf is adjusted to account for friction drag increase due
to overspeed. For this study Cf was assumed constant at a value of: Cf = .0032
Induced Drag
The major portion of the induced drag is caused by the wing lift. Several other airplane components
can contribute also. The induced drag from these other components is included in the parasite drag.
The drag method assumes that considerable tailoring and optimizing of the configuration has been
accomplished. True .elliptic loading is not anticipated due to the need for design compromise. The
induced drag is estimated by the following equation:
CD. = [l.03+ 6Q (61 «J0) +
where: 6 I 6
 Q = ^;')'
The constant: (1.03) in the equation is a factor included to reflect a probable minimum
nonellipticity. Further, nonelliptic effects may be eliminated for one specific C|_ by proper
spanwise camber and twist distribution. Minimizing the nonelliptic induced drag near the Ci
^design
is usually a design goal. This design approach would provide slightly improved off design drag for
holding or endurance performance, while trading trim drag improvements for increases in induced
drag at the cruise condition.
D 9The term (-r) - provides for an effect of the body on the wing load distribution and therefore on the
induced drag..,
 ; *
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The 6Q (6/60) term was derived from References.,,10 and 11 and provides for wing planfprm
characteristics which dictate particular span load distributions. The basic planform effects can then
be modified by some spanwise variation of camber and twist to achieve elliptic or nearly elliptic
load distribution at one desired C|_.
Drag Rise
Drag rise includes all the additional drag occuring at Mach numbers greater than the incompressible
Mach number. The drag rise includes the many drag increments from airplane components in the
following equation:
Total 4CD = 4CD + 4CD + 4CD H __..„ ,.,.,
MDrag MWing MBody MTail MNacelle MMisc
Rise -
The drag rise region occurs at Mach numbers greater than the incompressible Mach number. This is
an arbitrary definition, since compressibility effects occur at all Mach numbers greater than zero.
Any of the airplane components can contribute'to the drag rise. However,'the wing usually has the
largest effect.
Wing :
Determination of the wing drag rise characteristics are required first because other components are
related to the wing (e.g., wing mounted nacelles, trim, wing mounted miscellaneous items, etc.). The
first step of this procedure is to find the drag divergence Mach number (MQQ) for each of the
selected C|_ values. For this document, MQQ is defined as the Mach number at which the drag
coefficient has increased by .0020 over the incompressible ,CQ. MQQ is determined by using the
following equation:
=
WING
The Mnr> term represents achievable values for a 30° sweep, 10% t/c, 1969 technology wing withuisc
various cambers and CL- When the analysis involves other wing technology, the appropriate
technology correction (4Mj£Q|_j) should be made. The ^My^Q^ correction for this study was
derived from the data of Figure 11 and the methods of Section 4.3.1 for developing
three-dimensional data from two-dimensional supercritical wind tunnel data.
After MQQ has been determined, the drag rise shape (^CQ ) may be fitted through-it. The drag
rise shape is shown on Figure 12. '<"' •- • : .
;
The effects of wing-body interference are anJntegral part of the wing data presented irvthis section.
It is assumed that the configuration is well tailored. Untailored configurations can easily have a
critical Mach number degradation of .02 or more.
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Figure 12 Drag rise shape
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Vertical and Horizontal Tails
The method just described for the wing is also used for the tail surfaces.
Body
The nose shape of the fuselages used for this study produce .0001 rise in drag due to compressibility
at M = .8. The body drag rise equation is:
-
MB S
(AP,)(DL|)5/3
IfM < M0thenKB| =0. If MQ < M < Mpthen:
KB, = 4 + ^ P-
2 2
and Mp are determined from Figure 13.
1.4
/ M - M 0 \ 7 T - JL
\VMo/ 2
M,
I
0 . 2 " . 4 .6 .8
DLI
1.0
Figure 13 Fuselage wave drag shape
Nacelles and Miscellaneous
Nacelle and other miscellaneous protuberance drag increases due to compressibility were accounted
for in the interference conservatisms of the parasite drag buildup.
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4.3.3 HIGH SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Final ASAMP predicted high speed drag polars are contained in Appendix B.
Flaps up aerodynamic characteristics of the MF configuration are shown on Figure 14. Lift curve
slope and downwash data were estimated using the methods of Reference 12. Neutral point was
estimated from Reference 13.
Flaps up aerodynamic data for the EBF configuration were developed from unpublished NASA
wind tunnel data. A three-view of the EBF configuration wind tunnel model is shown in Figure 15.
o>
§* ^
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CQ
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20
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.2 .4 .6
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
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Figure 14 Flaps up aerodynamic data for the MF configurations
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4.3.4 LOW SPEED AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Low speed drag polars were estimated for the MF configurations using the methods of Reference
14. The wing flap system is shown on Figure 16. The method assumes the following buildup of the
untrimmed drag polar:
CDFLAPS~CDP
DOWN
+
MIN
CRUISE
Ac
MINLE MIN
D.
TE
Figure 16 Flap system - MF configuration
The low speed lift curves were also predicted by the methods of Reference 14, however, maximum
lift values were improved by 5 percent to account for 1975 capabilities. Estimated drag values were
used. Flaps down pitching moment characteristics were estimated by the methods of Reference 14.
The MF configuration low speed aerodynamic characteristics, out of ground effect, are shown on
Figure 17.
The low speed aerodynamic characteristics for the EBF configuration were obtained from
unpublished NASA wind tunnel data. A three-view of the EBF configuration wind tunnel model is
shown in Figure 15. Lateral, directional and engine out data were provided by NASA Langley in a
preliminary, unchecked preworking paper. The wind tunnel model configuration chosen for use in
this study is as follows:
Bypass ratio
High horizontal tail location (T-tail)
Horizontal tail incidence angle
Leading edge slat chord (%C)
Leading edge slat deflection
Part span flaps
Engine out rolling moment trimmed with ailerons
6.2
5°
25%
50°
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(a) Lift
/b\ Pitching
moment
(c) Drag
4CL at constant o^
W/8 (Ibs/ft2)
tf = ao°
«F •= 40°
40
.04
.11
80
-.04
-.10
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28
Wing angle of attack - aw degrees
Note: W/S = 601bs/ft2
.4 0 -.4 -.8 -1.2 -1.6-2.0
Pitching moment coefficient - C»,MC/4
3 •
s ! //r^
//
X
 — 2
•0°
/7'
0°
S
''Flap = 40°
AC_ at constant C.D L
W/8 (Ibs/ft2) 40 80
*F = 20° -.OOJ .OM
«F = 40° -.008 .008
Add 4C_ - .01 for landing g
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Drag coefficient — Cp
Figure 11 Estimated tail off low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics - MF configuration
Wind tunnel data were taken for three flap settings; 0°, 35° and 65°, and three values of CT; 0, 2
and 4. To facilitate the estimation of airplane performance from this data, cross plots were made
which describe force polars for intermediate flap settings and Ct's, i.e., 15°, 25°, 45° and Cj = .5
and 1.0.
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5.0 TAKEOFF AND LANDING
Takeoff and landing performance was calculated using a computer program which has a ground
effect subroutine. This subroutine calculates the changes in lift and drag over a specified range of
ground heights. The method was used for both MF and EBF configurations.
5.1 TAKEOFF RULES AND PROCEDURE
Takeoff performance is calculated by numerical integration of the longitudinal and vertical
equations of motion, based on inputs of aerodynamic, propulsion and geometric information for an
airplane.
The takeoff calculation procedure is carried out within the bounds of specified margin and gradient
criteria. These criteria are:
* VLQP > 1.05 VMU O.E.I. | (One Engine Inoperative)
/ If Airplane is Geometry Limited
• . VLOF ^ 1.08 VMU A.E.O. ) (All Engines Operating)
LOF ^ 1-1 VMC
VR
• 2nd segment climb gradient (one engine inoperative)
^ .030 (4 engine airplane)
^ .027 (3 engine airplane)
. VT < vR
The minimum unstick speed is calculated according to Reference 15. An optimization routine
allows the best flare profile to be calculated for minimum flare distance. A matrix of gradient and
margin data for the configuration is generated automatically as a function of T/W and C[_ for both
the all engines operating and one engine inoperative conditions.
The takeoff calculation is initiated by the determination of Vj^y. Using the maximum attitude
(geometry limit) at lift-off, the minimum lift-off speed is computed. If insufficient gradient
capability is available, the speed is increased systematically until either sufficient gradient is
available, or the gradient capability fails to increase with increasing speed, in which case the
calculation is terminated. This procedure is completed for all engines operating and one engine
inoperative. Following the computation, an estimate of rotation speed is made based on a specified
maximum pitch rate and acceleration. V-j is then set equal to Vp, and the ground run, flare and
stopping time histories are calculated by numerical integration of the equations of motion. The
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relevant margins and gradient criteria at Vp, V|_Qp and \/2 are then checked for both all engines
operating and one engine inoperative. If any criteria is not satisfied, the rotation speed is increased
systematically. After all criteria are satisfied, the optimum rotation speed to minimize the field
length is determined, whether it be limited by all engine or engine out criteria. Following this
optimization, the stopping distance is calculated. If the airplane is stopping distance limited, Vi is
reduced until the distance to continue takeoff with an engine out and the distance to stop with an
engine out are within a specified tolerance.
Takeoff Input Data
Aerodynamic data are input in the form of a matrix of free air trimmed data versus angle of attack
and Cj (for powered lift airplanes), for all engines operating and one engine inoperative. The data is
repeated for up to five flap angles. The flap angle selected for takeoff need not correspond to one of
those input, since the program interpolates between the data sets. The ground effect on lift and drag
may be calculated by a subroutine in the program, or if desired, may be input for each takeoff flap
angle in the form of a matrix of lift ratios and drag increments versus angle of attack, C-p and
ground height. For conventional airplanes the reference Cj is set to zero and this specific dimension
in both free air and ground effect matrices reduces to a one element array.
The propulsion data are input as three arrays of thrust component ratios versus speed. The three
arrays are the blowing thrust on a powered lift airplane, ( ' BL/j ) , the ram drag of the engine
n REF(URAM/T ), and the direct thrust from the engine which does not interact with lift and dragT REF -p('PRIM/j ). The term ' REF is the reference engine size which corresponds to the selected
for a particular case. For a conventional airplane the thrust is input the same way except
(TBL/T ) is set to zero.REF
Various geometric properties of the airplane are required such as M.A.C., gear stroke, and maximum
pitch attitude at lift-off and during climbout.
Maneuver margin and climb gradient requirements at M^ must be input for the takeoff calculation.
The resulting takeoff speed schedule will attempt to satisfy these requirements by overspeeding if
necessary.
Various constants for the calculation of refused takeoff (R.T.O.) stopping distance rnust be input.
These consist of items such as braking coefficient, transition time, reverser effectiveness, etc.
Ground Run Calculation Method
For conventional airplanes where lift and drag are not strong functions of engine thrust, the ground
run calculation is a simple integration of the acceleration from zero speed to Vp. The terms
accounted for in the equation of motion are fan thrust, primary thrust, ram drag, aerodynamic drag,
and ground roll friction based on gear reaction. The calculation is made for all engines operating up
to Vp, then for all engines operating up to V^ followed.by one engine out up to Vp.
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The calculation becomes somewhat more complex for a powered lift airplane since both lift and
drag are expressed as functions of Cj. At low speeds this quantity becomes very large and exceeds
the maximum value for which aerodynamic data is input. It is therefore necessary to change the
calculation procedure below a speed corresponding to CT • The method used is to interpolate
'MAX A. \ /T \
linearly between a specified static acceleration computed usingl s^ATI^)and( L.RIM ), and the
\ TREF / \ TREF/
acceleration at CT • Clearly, the error in the procedure is minimized if CT is large. In1
 MAX /_ \ MAX
practice the sensitivity of the ground run distance to[ STATICjjg qujte |ow sjnce the effect of
\ TREF /
acceleration changes over the first part of the ground run is also low.
Stopping Distance Calculation
The stopping calculation consists of two segments,
• The transition segment from a condition with all engines operating to a condition with
reverse thrust, brakes on and spoilers up, and
• The stopping segment from the end of transition to full stop.
The deceleration during transition is based on a linear interpolation between the two end points.
The values of lift and drag at the end of transition are evaluated at Cj = 0 for a powered lift
airplane. These values are then used during the stopping segment. If thrust reversers are used, the
reverser effectiveness and number of engines used are applied directly to the specified reference
thrust-to-weight ratio to calculate the reverser retarding force, regardless of whether the airplane is
conventional or of the powered lift type.
Flare Calculation Method
The flare calculation is basically the integration of the longitudinal and vertical equations of motion
for a specified input pitch time history from the point of rotation to the clearance of a 35 foot
obstacle. The gear representation is simple, consisting of a linear spring with specified stroke from
taxi position, and specified preload at maximum extension. The point of lift-off occurs when the
gear load becomes zero or equal to the preload.
Although the initial pitch history is specified, the computational routine has four optional features
that essentially eliminate the sensitivity of the takeoff calculation to these specifications. These
options are:
• A load factor limitation that enables the user to specify nmgx during the flare; this value
will not be exceeded.
• A velocity feedback system that either prevents the airplane from losing any significant
amount of speed or allows a specified speed loss between lift-off and \/2- This is
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accomplished by automatic modification of the pitch profile when low longitudinal
accelerations are registered. The procedure is designed to simulate typical pilot reactions
observed from flight testing, and appears to work quite well.
The input pitch profile is used directly for the all engines operating flare calculation,
however, for the engine out flare, a reduction factor may be input that results in a
proportionate reduction in attitude versus time, i.e., $QEI = (1-THK) 0/\EO where THK
is an empirical factor. Typical flight test data shows a conservatism on the part of the
pilot when he encounters an engine failure condition. This generally results in a pitch rate
reduction of 20 percent to 30 percent which may be simulated by the appropriate choice
of THK.
An optimizing routine is available that will generate the flare procedure that minimizes
the flare distance within the constraints of a maximum pitch rate, acceleration, lift-off
attitude and attitude at 35 feet.
Ground Effect Calculation
The program user has the option of either specifying the ground effect on lift and drag, or he may
elect to use the ground effect subroutine. This routine calculates the changes in lift and drag over a
specified range of ground heights. The theory is applicable to either conventional or powered lift
airplanes.
The takeoff program was used on the 737-200 airplane to obtain comparison with flight test results.
The agreement is quite close both in terms of general level and also variation in flare technique.,
5.2 LANDING RULES AND PROCEDURE
Landing approach speeds are calculated using the following set of rules:
Sea Level, Standard Day
Dry Runway : /
35 Ft. Obstacle
1.10 Flare Load Factor
3 Ft/Sec. Touchdown Sink Rate
6° Glide Slope
.6 Field Length Safety Factor
1.0 Sec. Coast Time
.35 g Deceleration »
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The sensitivity to variations in flare load factor and coast time in terms of F.A.R. field length and
approach speed is shown on Figure 18. »• '
4000
«H'
*
(a) Effect of flare
load factor
3000
2 2000
o>
tf 1000
0
Coast time =1.0 sec.
40 60 80 100 120
V. ~ approach velocity ~ knots
Sea level, standard day
Obstacle = 35 feet
Ground roll deceleration = 0.35g
F.A.R. field length factor = 0.6
y = -6° *
(R/S)m . , =3 ft/secv
 ' 'Touchdown
(b) Effect of
coast time
4000
3000
3
-o 2000
Coast time
~ Seconds
CD
•rH
1000
0
Flare load factor = 1.10 —
40 60 80 100 120
VA ~ approach velocity ~ knotsApp
Figure 18 Landing rules sensitivity
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The MF configuration landing, approach speed margin is 1.3 Vg. The EBF configuration landing
approach margins and go-around procedures are discussed in the following paragraphs.
EBF configuration gradient and margin rules are listed in Table 2. Since wind tunnel data were used
in the computer program, the lift margin rules are equivalent to a 1.3 Vs safety margin. In other
words it is assumed that:
-VMIN
- 1 >, .44
-APR Wind
/CLVMINI
\CLAPP
Tunnel
,
1J ^.69
/ Full
Scale
F.A.R.
TABLE 2 LANDING GRADIENT AND MARGIN RULES
Rule
1
2
3
4
5
Flap
Setting
Approach
Approach
Approach
Approach
Go-around
Flight Phase
Landing
(Gear down)
Landing
(Gear down)
Balked landing
(Gear down)
Balked landing
(Gear down)
Balked landing
(Gear up)
Velocity
VAPP
VAPP
VAPP
VAPP
VAPP
Power
Setting
Approach
Approach
Max
Max
Max
No. of Eng.
Operating
All
One out
All
One out
One out
Conditions to be met
Ps - «App] * 15°
["• - "App] * 10°
[(CLS/CLAPP) - i]>.44*
Gradient >.032
[(CLS/CLAPP) - i]>.so*
y >o°
[(CLS/CLAPP) - i] >.25*
or .
[«s - «APP] * 10°
Gradient > .027
* Based on wind tunnel data
This represents a 17 percent improvement in maximum lift capability from "1g" wind tunnel to
flight test F.A.R. stall. The 17 percent is made up of an assumed seven percent improvement in
"1g" stall Ci wind tunnel to "1g" Ci flight test and 10 percent improvement from "1g"Lmax Lmax
flight test to F.A.R. stall. This reasoning also applies to the listed engine out "g" margins. The
gradient rules are from Reference 16. As an additional check for safety, Act margins are monitored
in the gradient and margin computer program. The Ad margins (Rules 1 and 2) of Table 2 are
intended to provide vertical gust protection equivalent to current commercial transports.
Reference 17 contains calibration information for the propulsion system simulators used on the
EBF configuration wind tunnel model. Calibration results indicate that the secondary weight flow
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induced through the ejector inlet by the primary nozzles is only about one-half as high as a full scale
engine with the same bypass ratio at a typical STOL takeoff airspeed. This means that the wind
tunnel data contains only one-half the ram drag. Therefore, one-half the TF39-1A ram drag was
added to account for this.
\r
The gradient and margin computer program calculates the maximum allowable C|_'s and the
required approach T/W's to meet specified "g" margins from stall and climb gradient requirements,
respectively. The allowable approach C|_ is computed for the range of T/W's used in the margin and
gradient calculation. For a conventional airplane these numbers would not be a function of T/W.
The required approach T/W's are computed at CL's used in the margin and gradient calculation.
The procedure for determining the approach speed and required T/W for each approach flap setting
considered is shown on Figure 19. The limiting approach C|_ is described by the most critical angle
of attack margin (Act) or acceleration margin (4g) between an approach flight path angle and a
go-around climb gradient for all engines or engine out, at the approach flap setting (Rules 1, 3, 2 or
4, respectively, in Table 2). If the all engine condition is critical (which has been the case for all
EBF configuration flap settings considered in this study), then the Cj_ which corresponds to the
most critical margin between Act and A g (Rule 1 or 3) is the limiting approach C|_. For the EBF
configuration the Act= 15° requirement at approach power setting (Rule 1) has consistently been
more critical than A g = .44 at maximum thrust, therefore, it has defined the approach speed.
The design thrust to weight ratio (T/W) could be defined by the greater of:
1) gradient = .032 all engine
2) gradient = 0 one engine out , f approach flap setting
3) gradient = .027 one engine out
4) gradient = .027 one engine out > go-around flap setting
at the limiting C|_ defined above (shown as points A, B, C and .D, respectively, on Figure 19). The
design T/W is always critical for Condition 2 or 4.
During the initial phase of the study Rule 4 from Table 2 contained a requirement to meet
Condition 3 from above. For the EBF configuration being studied the T/W required to climb with a
gradient of .027, engine out, at the approach flap setting would always be critical. With this in
mind, the decision was made to allow a configuration change to a lower flap setting in the event
that an engine out go-around is necessary. This procedure resulted in Condition 2 from above being
critical for assumed approach flap settings above 30 degrees. For assumed approach flap settings less
than 30 degrees, Condition 4 was critical.
The calculations are made for various flap angles and wing loadings. The results identify the
optimum flap angles and corresponding minimum operating speeds for a specified configuration.
The development of actual EBF configuration wing loadings and design T/W's are contained in
Appendix C.
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6.0 VERTICAL TAIL SIZING
Vertical tail sizes were determined considering:
(1) Ground minimum control speed requirement,
(2) Static and dynamic directional stability requirements
(3) Crosswind landing requirement
Figure 20 schematically illustrates the; vertical tail area requirements as a function of the critical
engine moment arm. For multi-engine aircraft with wing-mounted engines, the minimum critical
engine moment arm is usually limited by providing adequate clearance between engines or between
engine and fuselage to minimize interference effects which would penalize cruise performance. The
maximum allowable vertical tail area is dictated by the crosswind requirement. A small vertical tail
usually improves the crosswind landing capability because of the directionally unstable wing-body
combination which provides a favorable yawing moment. The minimum vertical tail size is
determined from the ground minimum control speed requirement and/or static and dynamic
stability requirements.
02
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Interference/
drag
(1) Ground minimum
control speed (
JL
Allowable
tail area :
•(3) Crosswind landing
Stability
critical ^critical
•(2) Static and dynamic
stability
1
Critical engine moment arm
, Figure 20 Vertical tail sizing
Ground Min imum Control Speed Requirement
During the takeoff run it must be possible to.maintain control of the aircraft following a sudden
loss of thrust on the most critical engine. If the critical engine fails prior to reaching the ground
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minimum control speed (VI^QQ), the takeoff must be aborted. If the critical engine fails at or above
N/MCG' the aircraft must have adequate aerodynamic control power to continue the ground roll
with takeoff thrust on the remaining engines. A maximum deviation of 25 feet from the intended
ground roll path is allowed following an engine failure. No credit is allowed for nose wheel steering.
Sizing the vertical tail to allow a 25 foot deviation from the runway centerline allows the most
critical engine to fail prior to a speed at which the rudder controls can statically balance the engine
out yawing moment. If the takeoff run is continued following an engine failure, the speed continues
to increase as the aircraft departs from its originally intended flight path. Prior to reaching the
maximum allowed 25 foot deviation from the intended ground path, the speed has increased and at
this speed the rudder control must be able to overcome the engine out yawing moment. The aircraft
is then able to return to its originally intended flight path without exceeding the 25 foot allowed
deviation. This vertical tail sizing method (besides being cumbersome to solve because the airplane
dynamics are involved) gives a VMQQ which is less than a static analysis in which the rudder yaw
moment exactly balances the engine out yaw moment.
For this study the vertical tail area required to satisfy the ground minimum control speed
requirement was determined from a static balance of engine out yaw moment and rudder yaw
moment at the takeoff decision speed V^. The \/i speed is the maximum allowable V^QQ speed.
The ratio of vertical tail area to wing area required to statically balance the engine out yaw moment
using only rudder control is given by:
/_J.\/Y§\ w
Sy 295 \NWJW 1"s
Because of the low speeds at which STOL aircraft operate, the critical engine moment arm must be
kept small if reasonable sized vertical tails with conventional aerodynamic controls are used.
Also of importance is the amount of usable vertical tail lift coefficient which can be generated by
the rudder. The lift coefficient is determined primarily by the size of the rudder and the complexity
of the rudder or a high lift system, i.e., simple flap control, double articulated flap control, blown
surface, etc.
Static and Dynamic Directional Stability Requirements ' :
The static directional stability derivative Cno (weathercock stability) does not have an explicit
required value; however, when the aircraft is in a, sideslip relative to its flight path, the yawing
moment produced must tend to restore the aircraft to symmetric flight. In terms of rudder required
to sideslip the aircraft, right rudder pedal deflection and force must produce left sideslip and left
rudder pedal deflection and force must produce right sideslip.
The total airplane weathercock stability is composed of the wing-body contribution (usually
unstable) and the vertical tail contribution (stable) or
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The wing-body contribution (Cn _ ) is primarily a function of the body volume coefficient—2—H
PWB Sb
and was estimated using data from the Boeing family of airplanes.
The vertical tail contribution (Cn ) is estimated byPV
The sidewash factor is difficult to estimate and wind tunnel tests are required to determine the
value. In general, sidewash factors are favorable and tend to increase the level of directional stability
above the value predicted if the effect is neglected.
For this study the sidewash factor was neglected, therefore, the static directional stability level
should be conservative.
The complete three degree-of-freedom equations for determing the dynamic stability are
complicated for the basic airframe and more complex when an automatic damping system is added.
In order to determine the vertical tail area required to provide the aircraft with satisfactory dynamic
stability characteristics (reasonable restoring accelerations) in this preliminary design study, a
simplified approach was used. The Dutch roll natural frequency can be approximated by
2 Cna q S b
u> =
n
 DR ,
If more than one aircraft is being studied or evaluated, all aircraft can be designed to have the same
basic Dutch roll natural frequency if:
C i c i^ \/fix /'" ^ / S/^v /O n \ /Vc
The subscript "o" indicates the values of a baseline aircraft and the subscript "x" indicates the
values of any other aircraft. The weathercock stability derivative Cn is a function of SV/S.
Therefore, the vertical tail area to wing area ratio (SV/S)X required to give the aircraft in question
the same Dutch roll natural frequency (same restoring acceleration due to sideslip) as the baseline
aircraft can be determined.
The baseline aircraft used for this study was the 3,500 foot field length, 150 passenger aircraft,
since it is a more conventional type aircraft. An estimate of the Dutch roll natural frequency at the
maximum gross weight and lift-off speed gives wn_.D = -37 rad/sec with Cn = .001/deg. TheD R . p
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Reference 19 STOL study required ^nnR to be > .4 rad/sec. A study comparing the validity of
the approximation to the Dutch roll natural frequency was made (Reference 20) and showed that
for small values of wn_ the approximate solution could be anywhere from 12 percent to 25
percent below the exact solution. It is anticipated that Cn = .001/deg for the 3,500 foot field
ft
length aircraft will exceed the minimum Dutch roll natural frequency requirement of .4 rad/sec as
specified in Reference 19. .
Crosswind Landing Requirement . . ;
A requirement of this study was that the airplane must have sufficient directional control power to
hold a constant ground track in a 25 knot 90 degree crosswind at the approach speed. If the yaw
moment due to lateral control required to balance the roll moment is assumed to be zero, the
rudder generated lift coefficient on the vertical tail required to exactly balance the weathercock
yaw moment (Cn /? cross) can be expressed as:
. " '..' " • wind
[-n n . + a£ wing
body
svVl
v
 Sb
Vv
S b
- ,-j / vcw>
\Ve t \ - ^crab
-v
The procedure used in checking the crosswind landing capability was to use the vertical tail to wing
area ratio (SV/S) required to provide the aircraft with adequate engine out directional control
and/or directional stability and see if the resulting tail lift coefficient required for crosswind landing
is less than that required for engine out control.
The rudder directional control required for crosswind landing is significantly influenced by the type
of .lateral control used on the aircraft. Aircraft with large amounts of dihedral effect (negative
using spoiler lateral control devices require larger amounts of rudder control than aircraft with
aileron controls. The drag associated with spoiler control requirements in a crosswind landing is in
opposition to the aircraft yaw moment produced by the rudder. The vertical tail lift coefficient
requirement for engine out control was compared to that required for the crosswind landing.
6.1 MECHANICAL FLAP CONFIGURATION VERTICAL TAIL SIZE
A trade study of the vertical tail area to wing area ratio for the 150 passenger aircraft was made as a
function of the field length requirements for various levels of vertical tail lift coefficient (ground
minimum control speed requirement) and weathercock stability (dynamic stability requirement).
The data are shown in Figure 21. The vertical tail has been sized for dynamic stability. The amount
of rudder generated vertical tail lift coefficient for the engine out control requirement with the
vertical tail sized for dynamic stability is less than the design limit (CL < 1.0).
50
150 passengers
2000 2500 3000
Field length ~ ft
Note: Nominal vertical
tail arm iy = 660 in,
Engine out control
~ VVMCG
'•— Weathercock stability
Dynamic stability
Required tail area ratio
for nominal tail arm
3500
Figure 21 MF configuration vertical tail sizing
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Figure 22 shows the vertical tail lift coefficient which must be generated by the rudder to meet the
engine out requirement or the 25 knot crosswind requirement. The engine out requirement is
critical. The vertical tail lift coefficient required for the 25 knot crosswind capability (no lateral
control yaw moment) is significantly less than the engine out requirement. Rudder authority is
expected to be adequate for the crosswind landing with a spoiler type lateral control system used in
conjunction with an aileron "located in the "cut out" region behind the wing mounted nacelles. A
summary of the vertical tail size requirements as a function of the field length for the 150 passenger
airplane is shown in Table 3. A nominal vertical tail arm of 660 inches was assumed.
1.0
,8
.6
16.9
0 '—
2000
150 passengers
Engine out
"requirement"
-25 knot crosswind
•requirement,
4° crab
crosswind sideslip angle 10.3i
o
Notes:
2500 3000
Field length ~ ft
3500
CT — vertical tail lift coefficient which must be generated by the rudderLv
Nominal vertical tail arm Q, = 660 in.
Vertical tail sized for dynamic stability
Figure 22 MF configuration crosswind capability
The nominal tail arm used for the vertical tail sizing trade study (Figure 21) required adjustments
for weight and balance considerations and scaling for the 40 and 300 passenger aircraft. Figure 23
shows the influence of changing the tail arm parameter -~!L on the vertical tail area ratio (SV/S) for
the stability critical mechanical flap configuration. Figure 23 was used to finalize the tail size for
the 150 passenger aircraft and to size the vertical tails for the 40 and 300 passenger aircraft.
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TABLE 3
NOMINAL VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, 150 PASSENGER, MF CONFIGURATION
Field Length
Feet
Vertical tail
area ratio Sy/S
Usable lift coefficient
which must be generated
by the rudder
2000
.136
.925
2500
.133
.79
3500
1
.158
.595
MF Configuration
s
_5
S
06
1.0 1.1
~b72~
Note: Dashed lines represent basic 150 passenger airplane with nominal
vertical tail arm 660 in.
0
Figure 23. Effect of vertical tail arm parameter _Y_ on vertical tail size
(Sv/S) b/2
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6.2 EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP CONFIGURATION VERTICAL TAIL SIZE
Figure 24 shows results of a trade study of the vertical tail area to wing area ratio for the 150
passenger aircraft. Vertical tail lift coefficient (ground minimum control speed'requirement),
weathercock stability and dynamic stability requirements were considered.
Two takeoff thrust-to-weight ratios were considered:
• Design thrust-to-weight
• Reduced thrust-to-weight to match takeoff field length requirements
The EBF configuration thrust required is critical for engine out go-around. If this design thrust is
used for takeoff the resulting field length is less than the design field length. An excessive vertical
tail size is required for engine out control on the 2,000 ft. and 2,500 ft. field length aircraft. The
vertical tail area to wing area ratios for the 2,000 ft. and 2,500 ft. field length aircraft are .361 and
.225 respectively for a usable vertical tail lift coefficient of 1.0. As a result, a partial power takeoff
was considered with a thrust-to-weight ratio which would produce a field length equal to the design
field length. The vertical tail size requirements for the 2,000 ft. and 2,500 ft. field length aircraft
were significantly reduced (vertical tail area to wing area ratios of .222 and .158 respectively). The
3,500 ft. field length aircraft is stability critical for either thrust-to-weight ratio considered.
Figure 25 shows the vertical tail lift coefficient which must be generated by the rudder to meet the
engine out requirement or the 25 knot crosswind requirement. These data assume the vertical tail
has been sized for the reduced thrust takeoff. As for the MF configuration, the vertical tail lift
coefficient required for the EBF configuration in a 25 knot crosswind" (no. lateral control yaw
moment) is much less than the engine out requirement. Rudder authority-is expected to be
adequate for the crosswind landing with a spoiler type lateral control system used in conjunction
with an aileron located outboard of the outer flap section. A summary of. the vertical tail size
requirements as a function of the field length for the 150 passenger airplane (nominal tail arm of
660 in.) is shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
NOMINAL VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, 150 PASSENGER, EBF CONFIGURATION
Field length
Vertical tail
area ratio Sy/S
Usable lift coefficient
which must be generated
by the rudder
2,000
.222
1.0
2,500
.158 ,
1.0
VMCGCritical
3,500
.162--
- .732
Stability
Critical
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150 passengers
2000 2500 3000
Field length ~ ft
3500
Note: Nominal vertical tail arm ly = 660 in.
Engine out control ~ VMCG» max design T/w
Weathercock stability
--- Dynamic stability
---- Engine out control - VMrir,, design T/W reduced for design
field length
Required tail area ratio for nominal tail arm
Figure 24 EBF configuration vertical tail sizing
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the nominal tail arm (^
 v = 660 in.) used for the vertical tail sizing trade study (Figure 24) required
adjustments for weight and balance considerations and for the 40 and 300 passenger aircraft. Figure
iw26 shows the influence of changing the tail arm parameter —j- on the vertical tail area ratio Sy/S
for the engine out critical and stability critical EBF configurations. Figure 26 was used to finalize
the tail size for the 150 passenger aircraft and to size the vertical tails for the 40 and 300 passenger
aircraft.
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EBF Configuration
.26
.22
18
14
10
06
Engine out
critical ~ C
/_ Stability
Critical ~ = .001
\
.6 .7 .8 .9
A.
b/2
1.0 1.1 1.2
Note: Dashed lines represent basic 150 passenger airplane with
nominal vertical tail arm 660 in.
Figure 26 . Effect of vertical tail arm parameter
on vertical teil size
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7.0 HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZING
Horizontal tail sizes were determined by:
1. Sufficient static longitudinal stability.
2. Adequate nose wheel steering.
3. The ability to rotate the aircraft to takeoff attitude at the rotation speed.
^
4. The ability to trim the aircraft at the approach speed.
5. Usable CG range which encompasses the variations in CG which occur due to fuel usage
or passenger loading.
Items 1 or 2 determine the aft CG limit while Items 3 or 4 determine the forward CG limit. Item 5
is the difference in the forward and aft CG limits as determined by the critical Items 1 through 4.
Figure 27 schematically illustrates the horizontal tail area requirements as a function of CG
position. The optimum tail area for a required CG range is achieved by varying the wing position
until a location is found in which the forward and aft aerodynamic CG limits just encompass the
forward and aft weight and balance loading limits.
Static longitudinal
stability and nose
wheel steering
CG
Required
CG
range Nose wheel lift-off
at rotation speed
(main landing gear
placed for steering
requirement at aft
CG limit)
Trim at
approach speed
Vs
Figure 27 Horizontal tail sizing schematic
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Static Longitudinal Stability
The static longitudinal stability criteria chosen for this study was to provide the aircraft with a thrae
percent static stability margin when flying with the°CG oh the aft limit. The horizontal tail area to
wing area ratio (S^/S) required to provide the aircraft with neutral static stability (dCm/dC|_ = 0)
was computed by: ( XCG XACWB
aWB\ °Ct
The horizontal tail area to wing area ratio required for a three percent static margin is then obtained
by limiting the CG position three percent ahead of the values used in the equation above.
Nose Wheel Steering
When the aft CG limit as a function of the horizontal tail area to wing area ratio has been
determined which will satisfy the static longitudinal requirements, the nose wheel steering
requirement can be satisfied by proper placement of the main landing gear. With the CG at the aft
limit for the static stability requirement, the main landing gear can be located so that adequate nose
wheel steering is available for the aircraft considering power on and off effects. If the effective
thrust line is located below the CG, nose wheel lightening can occur at low gross weights and high
thrust applications. This type of design requires a larger margin between the aft CG and the main
landing gear than a design with the thrust line located above the CG.
Using this technique forces the aft CG limit to simultaneously satisfy the static longitudinal stability
requirement and the nose wheel steering requirement. The main landing gear were placed so the
loading on the nose wheel was always greater or equal to five percent of the total zero velocity gear
load. This is comparable to the gear load distribution on Boeing commercial aircraft. The horizontal
tail area which will satisfy forward CG limit criteria can now be determined.
Nose Wheel Lift Off Requirement
When the rotation speed is reached during the takeoff ground roll it must be possible to rotate the
aircraft to takeoff attitude at the most forward CG location and with the takeoff power setting. The
horizontal tail area to wing area ratio (SH/S) required to rotate the aircraft about the main gear was
determined as follows:
SH
W/S c, WXMG
— '
 L
 ~WB
LH /XMG IH
\ c c
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Trim at the Approach Speed
At the landing approach speed and in the landing configuration it must be possible to trim the
aircraft with the stabilizer only (no elevator control). The horizontal tail area to wing area ratio
required to trim the landing approach was determined by the following equation:
Sj
T
.)-H (iH * .25 -XACwB^
7.1 MECHANICAL FLAP CONFIGURATION HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE
Horizontal tail sizing for the 150 passenger 2,500 foot field length airplane is shown in Figure 28.
The CG travel from the aircraft fully loaded to empty varies from 32 percent MAC to 36.5 percent
MAC respectively. The weight and balance analyses are shown in Appendix D. A 10 percent
allowable CG range which will encompass the 4.5 percent CG variation requires a nominal
horizontal tail to wing area ratio of .222. The aft CG limit (39 percent MAC) is high altitude cruise
stability critical. The forward CG limit (29 percent MAC) is takeoff rotation critical. For the
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takeoff rotation a usable horizontal tail lift coefficient of - 1.0 is required. This level of lift
coefficient is easily obtainable with stabilizer trim plus full deflection of a conventional elevator
control surface. The approach trim condition is not critical in determining the forward CG
aerodynamic limit. . . . - - --
)
The nominal horizontal tail arm (^H =840 in.) used for the horizontal tail sizing of the 150
passenger, 2,500 foot field length aircraft required adjustments for the 2,000 foot and 3,500 foot
field length versions and required scaling for the 40 and 300 passenger versions.
Figure 29 shows the influence of changing the tail arm parameter on the horizontal tail
area ratio (SH/S). Figure 29 was used to adjust the tail sizing for the 150 passenger, 2,000 foot and
3,500 foot field length versions and to size the horizontal tails for the 40 and 300 passenger
versions.
Mechanical flap configuration
10% C G range
Af tCG stability critical
Forward C G rotation critical
H
.28
.24
.20
.16
2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0
'H
Note:
.
Dashed line represents basic 150 passenger, 2,500 ft field
length airplane tail size with nominal horizontal tail arm 840 in.
Figure 29 Effect of horizontal tail arm parameter
UTT
rl on horizontal tail size (S^/S). x l
7.2 EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP CONFIGURATION HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE
f-
Horizontal tail sizing for the EBF configuration involves solution of a unique problem not
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encountered jn the conventional, MF configuration design, that of extreme wing placement. If the
EBF configuration wing js longitudinally placed in a mid-fuselage position similar to CTOL
wing-mounted engine configuration, the EBF configuration will have a forward CG problem due to
the relatively large engines. This problem is schematically shown in the horizontal tail sizing diagram
in Figure 30. The extreme forward CG location requires an excessively large horizontal tail to meet
the forward CG requirements (for this particular design, takeoff rotation); For the required CG
range, the aircraft now has an excessive static stability margin as shown in -Figure 30. Several,
methods or combinations of methods are available to solve the problem:
• Increasing the amount of horizontal tail lift coefficient which can be generated by the
elevator
t * • • . •
• • • • Adding ballast in the aft fuselage .
• Moving the wing forward
The required horizontal tail area.to rotate the aircraft to takeoff attitude is inversely proportional
to the amount of negative horizontal tail lift coefficient which can be generated by the elevator. For
the EBF configuration,a usagle horizontal tail lift coefficient (C|_h|) °* ~1'^ was assumec' ^LH =
- 1 for the MF configuration). This effect on the horizontal tail size required for nose wheel lift off
is also schematically illustrated in Figure 30. To achieve a usable horizontal tail lift coefficient of
1.5 requires a more sophisticated elevator design than would be required for the MF configuration.
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Figure 30 Schematic 'EBF configuration horizontal tail sizing
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By adding the proper amount of ballast in the aft fuselage the EBF configuration with a
longitudinal wing location similar to CTOL aircraft can be balanced. An optimum size tail can be
selected which will allow the aerodynamic limit to coincide with the structural weight and balance
limits as illustrated in Figure 30. - ,
The wing placement technique was used in lieu of the ballast technique to balance the aircraft and
obtain an optimum size tail. This method makes use of the existing structure behind the wing for
ballast without having to add any "dead weight" ballast.
Increasing the horizontal tail usable lift coefficient from —1 to —1.5, and moving the wing to the
most forward position relative to the fuselage without compromising good ground loading
characteristics, allowed selection of an optimum size horizontal tail.
Figure 31 shows the EBF configuration horizontal tail sizing as a function of CG location for the
wing located in a relative longitudinal position to the fuselage as the wind tunnel model. Figure 15.
Figure 31 was constructed with a variable main landing gear position relative to the aft CG limit to
maintain a constant percent of the total gross weight on the nose wheel for good nose wheel
steering characteristics. For horizontal tail to wing area ratios between .199 and .246 a CG range
varying from 0 percent to 10 percent becomes available which is based on a three percent static
margin for the aft limit and takeoff rotation for the forward limit. The maximum required CG range
was chosen to be 10 percent MAC. For horizontal tail area to wing area ratios greater than .246 the
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available CG range will exceed 10 percent if the same critical conditions (three percent static margin
and takeoff rotation) are used to define the forward and aft CG limits. For horizontal tail area to
wing area ratios between .246 and .267 the forward CG limit is takeoff rotation critical while the
aft CG limit is maintained 10 percent aft. The main landing gear can now be moved forward with
the increasing horizontal tail area to wing area ratios. The change in CG with respect to horizontal
tail area ratio required to meet the takeoff rotation requirement is greatly increased. For horizontal
tail area to wing area ratios greater than .267, the forward CG limit becomes approach trim critical
and the aft CG limit is still 10 percent aft and nose wheel steering critical. Also shown in Figure 31
are the CG's corresponding to the maximum gross weight and operating weight empty for the 150
passenger, 2,500-foot field length EBF configuration with the wing located relative to the fuselage
in a longitudinal position as shown in Figure 15. The weight and balance analyses are shown in
Appendix D. The required horizontal tail area to wing area ratio is .390. The forward CG limit is
approach trim critical and the aft CG limit is nose wheel steering critical. With this horizontal tail
the static stability margin at the aft CG limit is 39 percent, far too large for good handling quality
characteristics. An optimum size tail can be used if the wing is moved 89 inches forward as shown in
Figure 32. The CG's corresponding to the maximum gross weight and operating weight empty are
now 38.5 percent MAC and 33 percent MAC, respectively (see Appendix D). A horizontal tail area
to wing area ratio of .222 is required to provide a TO percent CG range. The forward CG limit is
takeoff rotation critical and the aft CG limit is nose wheel steering critical with a static stability
margin of four percent MAC.
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The nominal horizontal tail arm (^ = 875 in.) used for the horizontal tail sizing of Figure 32
required adjustments for the 2,000 foot and 3,500 foot field length versions and required scaling for
the 40 and 300 passenger versions. Figure 33 shows the influence of changing the tail arm parameter
-("5 •) on the horizontal tail area ratio (SH/S). Figure 33 was used to adjust the tail sizing for the
150 passenger, 2,000 foot and 3,500 foot field length versions and to size the horizontal tails for
the 40 and 300 passenger versions.
E BF configuration
10% C G range
Aft CG stability critical
Forward C G rotation critical
_H
S
.28
.24
.20
.16
2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4
Note: Dashed line represents basic
150 passenger, 2500 ft field
length airplane tail size with
nominal horizontal tail arm 875 in.
Figure 33 Effect of horizontal tail arm parameter UH/C) on
horizontal tail size (SU/S)
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8.0 CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT
This section contains the details of the development of the Mechanical Flap (MF) and the
Externally Blown Flap (EBF) configurations. Information common to both concepts will be
discussed first. .This is followed by a development of the MF configuration wing geometry. The
development of design constraints and sizing of the 18 airplanes in table 5 are discussed.
TABLE 5 REQUIRED STOL AIRPLANES
MF Number of
Configurations Passengers
EBF Number of
Configurations Passengers
F.A.R. Field Length
2,000 Ft.
40
150
300
40
150
300
2,500 Ft.
40
150
300
40
150
300
3,500 Ft.
40
150
300
40
150
300
Sensitivities to gust load alleviation (GLA) cruise altitude and cruise Mach number will be
presented.
8.1 MISSION
All airplanes are sized for the same mission. This mission, shown in Figure 34, consists of three
unrefueled 250 NM hops, the cruise portion of which is flown at M = .8 at 35,000 feet. Reserve fuel
is provided for a climb, cruise and descent to an alternate field 100 NM away. The alternate field
cruise is at best range speed at 15,000 feet. Additional reserve fuel is available for one-half hour
loiter at 30,000 feet. For sizing purposes an air maneuver time of six minutes and a ground
1967 ATA mission rules
except reserves:
•8
1/2 hour hold
100 NM alternate
250 500
Range
Figure 34 Mission
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maneuver time of two minutes per leg was used. Time, fuel and distance to accelerate to start climb
speed and from the end climb speed to M = .8 at 35,000 feet also influenced the sizing.
8.2 FUSELAGES
The interior arrangements are shown in Figure 35. Figure 35(a) are plan and profile views. Figure
35(b) are larger scale front views of each fuselage.
All-economy seating was assumed for all payloads on a 34 inch seat pitch..The 40 passenger seating
arrangement is four abreast double seat with a single center aisle. The 150 passenger fuselage is a six
abreast double seat arrangement separated by two aisles, while the 300 passenger airplanes have an
eight.abreast double seat configuration separated by two aisles and a large console type armrest
down the centerline.
8.3 MECHANICAL FLAP CONFIGURATION WING DEVELOPMENT
A requirement of this.study was to develop the wing geometry of the Mechanical Flap (MF) STOL
airplane^,, that is, to optimize the geometry in terms of sweep, thickness, taper and aspect ratio to
accomplish a .8 Mach cruise.
The fundamentals controlling the sweep and thickness trade are concerned with the level of
supercritical wing technolgy. The basis for the level of technology assumed in this study is shown on
Figure 11.
The wing geometry assumed at the time of the sweep/thickness trade was:
MF EBF (FIXED)
Aspect Ratio 6 7.48
Taper Ratio .4 .29
C, .2 .3uDesign
MDD .81 .81
The initial MF configuration wing geometry is from the feasibility study airplane of Reference 1.
The EBF configuration wing geometry is fixed except for thickness.
The 2D to 3D correlating relationships referred to in Section 4.3.1 were used to determine the
average chordwise thickness ratio for a series of sweep angles for the MF configuration and for a
quarter chord sweep of 30° for the EBF configuration. The spanwise thickness ratio was assumed to
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be distributed according to Figure 36. In this Figure (t/c)av is (t/c)2Q corrected for sweep. The
results of this transformation are contained in Table 6.
TABLE 6 WING THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION
QUARTER CHORD SWEEP
<t/c>2D
(t/c)av (Streamwise)
{t/cWbd.
(t/c'root
MF
10°.
.146
.148
.129
.174
15°
.152
.153
.133
.180
20°
.164
.163
.142
.192
25°
.182
.175
.152
.205
EBF
30°
.189
.175
.152
.208
1.0
1.5
os 1.4
J? 1.3
1
§ 1.2
±£
1.1
1 n
\
\
\
\
v
\
X
(t/c)outboar
-
-
1.15
•
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percent Semispan
Figure 36 Spanwise thickness
The average thickness ratio is shown on Figure 37(a). The EBF configuration data point does not fit
the trend because it has a different planform than the MF configuration.
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(a) Average
thickness
ratio
(b) Wing
structural
box
weight
trade
10 15 20
Quarter chord sweep
25 30
deg
Figures? Sweep/thickness trade
The figure of merit used to determine the best wing geometry in terms of sweep and thickness was
the wing structural box weight. Figure 37(b) contains the results of this study. Class I weight
estimation methods were used to calculate the wing structural box trends with A c/4 and t/c. The
net change is an increase in wing box weight with increasing sweep. Therefore, minimum sweep was
chosen which not only provides the lightest wing box for .8 cruise Mach number but also provides
higher lift at low speeds. .
Optimum taper and aspect ratio were determined by sizing a 150 passenger airplane for a 2,500 foot
F.A.R. field length assuming an unswept trailing edge flap hinge line and the proper wing
loading, A
 c^, T/W, V^ and t/c as taper ratio was varied for constant values of aspect ratio. The
results of this work are shown on Figure 38. These data indicate that the lightest airplane would
have an aspect ratio of about 13 and taper ratio .1. However, aspect ratio 8 and taper ratio .275
were chosen for the study. There are several reasons for accepting a geometry which appears to be
less than optimum. ... . . . .-
• Structural box weight multiplier was extrapolated above aspect ratio 11.5 due to lack of
empirical data for high speed wings with larger aspect ratios.
• The increase in aspect ratio from 8 to 13 is a 20 percent increase in span which impairs
ground handling as well as roll response.
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Note: 150 passengers
11 12 13
Aspect ratio - AR
Figure 38 Wing planform optimization
• Wing weight actually increases above aspect ratio 7. This would imply a costlier wing
especially when it is realized that the optimum taper ratio decreases with increasing
aspect ratio resulting in short, thin wing tips.
i
The final geometry of the MF airplane wing is shown on Figure 39.
8.4 AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE AND SIZING
8.4.1 MECHANICAL FLAP CONFIGURATION DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
The design constraints for the MF configuration are shown on Figure 40. The minimum gross
weight mechanical flap configuration results from the definition of maximum wing loading available
and minimum installed thrust-to-weight/ratio required. Wing loading is defined by landing. Installed
sea level static thrust-to-weight ratio is critical for the start cruise requirement of .8 Mach at 35,000
feet. Engine-out go-arourid climb limits and the landing constraint were analyzed using the low
speed lift and drag polars and the installed engine data. The takeoff and start-cruise constraints were
determined using computer programs. The takeoff program, described in Paragraph 5.1, requires
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Note:
.38
.34
.30
,26
Figure 39 Wing - MF configuration
Note: 3 -engine airplane
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Figure 41 MF configuration takeoff design chart
that the low speed polars and engine data be input. The airplane sizing program (ASAMP) which
determines the thrust required to cruise also estimates the high speed clean drag. Engine data as a
function of altitude is input to this program.
Results from the takeoff computer program are plotted as shown on Figure 41. This curve is read at
the field length of interest and that data is cross plotted on the design constraint chart of Figure 40.
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8.4.2 EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP CONFIGURATION DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
The design constraints for the EBF configuration are shown on Figure 42. Takeoff and landing
performance were analyzed by the computer programs referred to in the previous section. The
takeoff and landing design curves for the EBF configuration are shown on Figures 43 and 44,
respectively. The landing design curve is an outgrowth of the procedure described in Section 5.2 for
the analysis of an approach and go-around with powered lift. The curves of C|_ versus T/W for all
engines and engine out are contained in Appendix C.
The landing performance is critical for all field lengths. Aircraft were sized for a set of wing loadings
and their corresponding thrust-to-weight ratio along each landing constraint line. The locus of
minimum gross weight airplanes from this analysis is noted in Figure 42.
8.5 STOL TRANSPORT SIZE COMPARISON
A summary of design constraints is shown on Figure 45. For the same field length the EBF
configurations, have higher wing loadings but also require higher installed thrust to weight ratio than
the MF configurations. '
Inputing these constraints and the horizontal and vertical tail volume coefficients derived from
Sections 6.0 and 7.0 the transport size comparison of Figure 46 can be made. The EBF
configurations are heavier than the MF configuration for all field lengths and payloads.
It should be pointed out that the EBF configurations are extremely sensitive to landing approach
safety margins and go-around procedures. A rough indication of this is shown on Figure 47. Lines 1
and 3 correspond to the landing and takeoff constraints, respectively, shown previously on Figure
42. Line 2 is the location of the landing constraint if a combination of the approach safety margin
for gusts and the go-around procedure is changed. This relaxation of rules results in a reduction of
EBF airplane gross weight from 214,000 pounds to about 190,000 pounds. The MF configuration
gross weight for the 2,000 foot field length is 184,000 pounds, however, this airplane approaches at
1.3VS which allows about 16° of Ct margin for gust protection and it can meet the engine out
climb gradients without a configuration change.
8.6 3-VIEWS
Nine 3-views are shown including an alternate configuration for the 2,500 foot 150 passenger MF
configuration. The airplanes for which a 3-view is presented and the figure number is shown in
Table 7.
TABLE 7 LOCATION OF THREE-VIEWS
Number of
Passengers
40
. 150 :
300
Mechanical Flap Configuration
F.A.R. Field Length
"2000 Feet
Figure 50
2500 Feet
Figure 52
Figure 48
Figure 56
(alternate) *
Figure 54
Externally Blown Flap Configuration
F.A.R. Field Length
2000 Feet
Figure 51
2500 Feet
Figure 53
Figure 49
Figure 55
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Note:
4-engine airplanes
Landing constraint \
— Takeoff constraint '
Start cruise limit (M = .8 at 35,000 ft)
- • Locus of minimum weight airplanes
. „ . . , , , _ . uF. A.R. field lengths
54
,26
Wing loading ~ lbs/ft'
Figure42 EBF Configuration design constraints
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Figure 43 EBF configuration takeoff design chart
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Act Engine Engine out
All Out Configuration Speed Lateral
Engines Gradient Change Change Trim Drag
15° 0° Yes
10° -1° Yes
Takeoff requirement
No
Yes
No
No
.8 -
.7
.6
T/W
.5
Note:
2,000 ft F.A.R. field length
150 passengers
M = .8 at 35,000 ftA* J. 0 \J %*, V * ' * ' * « « * v v ^ « r •
With gust load alleviation 250 1240
40 50 60 70 80 90
W/S ~ IDS/ft.
Figure 47 EBF configuration sensitivity to engine out go-around procedure
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The 150 passenger, 2,500 foot MF alternate configuration of Figure 56 was not actually sized. The
MF configuration on Figure 48 is representative of the geometry described to ASAMP for the
purpose of drag and weight. The alternate configuration simply has the same general dimensions but
the wing-mounted engines were moved over the wing (OTW). The major advantage of the alternate
configuration lies in the possible noise reduction due to shielding of the engines by the wing. Recent
studies by Boeing also indicate that lower drag and weight may be realized. This arrangement seems
to have many interesting possibilities.
For every MF configuration 3-view there is an EBF configuration 3-view for the same field length
and payload to allow a one-for-one size comparison. The payload series were drawn for the 2,500
foot F.A.R. field length to assure that the component parts would "fit" together reasonably. The
2,000 foot F.A.R. field length, 150 passenger airplanes were drawn for the same purpose with the
additional objective to determine the engine clearance and position peculiarities as well as the tail
sizes. The 3,500 foot F.A.R. field lengths were not drawn since they are similar to conventional
airplanes.
8.7 SENSITIVITY STUDIES
8.7.1 GUST LOAD ALLEVIATION
Gross weight reductions to the 150 passenger airplanes provided by gust load alleviation (GLA) are
shown on Figure 57. It is extremely advantageous to incorporate a GLA system on the MF airplanes
capable of operation from F.A.R. field lengths less than about 2,500 feet. For the 2,000 foot
F.A.R, field length the MF configuration is 43 percent lighter with GLA whereas the EBF
configuration would only be about 11 percent lighter. A sensitivity to design without GLA is
overlayed on the original gross weight comparison chart and shown on Figure 58. Without GLA the
EBF configuration would be the lighter airplane for F.A.R. field lengths less than 2,400 feet.
Figure 59 illustrates the most critical requirements from the 18 percent chord full span trailing edge
flap segment to alleviate gust loads. The lowest wing loading airplane is used, that is, the 150
passenger, 2,000 foot MF configuration (W/S = 42 Ibs/ft^). The figure indicates that at about 180
KEAS, flap deflection is required to offset load factors in excess of 2.5 g's. At 360 KEAS just over
four degrees of flap is required to reduce the gust load factor from 4.7 g's to the design load factor
of 2.5 g's.
8.7.2 ALTITUDE
A sensitivity to designing the 150 passenger airplanes for cruising at altitudes other than the
nominal mission altitude (35,000 feet) is shown on Figure 60. As anticipated, the 2,000 foot MF
configuration was quite sensitive to cruising at altitudes less than its optimum cruise altitude of
38,000 feet. However, the penalty for cruising at the 35,000 foot nominal altitude for the design
mission was less than one percent. The 2,500 foot EBF configuration demonstrated a cruise altitude
sensitivity similar to .the 2,500 foot MF configuration indicating a penalty of about 11 percent for
designing for cruise at 20,000 feet rather than 35,000 feet. The higher wing loading airplanes are
much less sensitive to being designed to cruise at altitudes other than their optimum cruise altitude.
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8.7.3 CRUISE MACH NUMBER
The sensitivity to designing the 150 passenger 2,500 foot airplanes for cruising at Mach numbers
other than the nominal .8 Mach number is shown on Figure 61. The procedure used to solve for the
average wing thickness ratio according to the level of supercritical wing technology assumed was
also used in this analysis to determine the thickness required as a function of design cruise Mach
number. Specifically, the thickness value used was that which would cause the wing to reach drag
divergence at .01 Mach above the design cruise Mach number.
Figure 61 indicates that at about M = .86 the! MF and EBF configurations have the same gross
weight and for Mach numbers higher than this the EBF is the lighter airplane. Wing thickness causes
the MF airplanes to be more sensitive to design Mach number, however, .8 Mach appears to be a
very reasonable design Mach number for the study mission for both types of airplanes.
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Figure 58 Stol transport-size comparison
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M = .8
ISO passengers
F.A.R. Wing
Field Loading ~
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2000
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Mechanical flap
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Figure 60 Gross weight sensitivity to cruise altitude
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9.0 NOISE
The acoustic analysis of the turbofan powered STOL transports was conducted based on the F.A.R.
Part 36 (Reference 18) measuring station locations (See Figure 62). On approach, the noise
measuring point is located underneath the flight path, 1 NM from the threshold. At takeoff, the
measuring station is located 3.5 NM from brake release underneath the flight path. The maximum
sideline noise is determined by finding the location where the EPNL value is a maximum with the
measuring station located 500 feet to the side of the flight path.
Sideline measuring point
where noise after lift-off
is greatest —v
Takeoff
measuring
Approach
measuring
point
-95 EPNdB
footprint
3.5 NM
Threshold of runway or
start of takeoff roll
»
Figure 62 Noise measuring points and data requirement definitions
Additional information on community noise can be gained by developing equal noise contours or
"footprints".
In predicting the acoustic characteristics of the engines, the scaling procedure used assumes that the
fan tip speed remains constant and that the area and airflow sizing factors are proportional to the
change in maximum thrust between the basic engine and the scaled version.
9.1 ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
The acoustic characteristics of the turbofan engines were estimated using a noise prediction
program. The program is designed to calcultate the noise by components. Engine shape factor maps
and propulsion maps are used to estimate the subcomponents for the fan noise (i.e., discrete tones,
broadband noise and buzz saw noise). The noise due to the jet flow is separated in a component due
to the secondary air stream and primary jet. Other noise components are summed together to form
core noise (such as turbine noise, combustion noise, etc.). The total noise spectra is the power sum
of each of the individual components. The components are predicted at a 150 foot polar arc, at
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angles relative to the inlet from 10° to 160° at 10° intervals.
The reduction in sound pressure level (SPL) of an acoustic spectrum is usually referred to as
applying attenuation to a baseline component spectra. The amount of attenuation-for each
component should be representative of the attenuation which can be realized and, thus, provide the
basis for a balanced design.
The acoustic noise spectrum and airplane flight characteristics are used to determine the perceived
noise level ,.by accounting for factors such as the propagation time, the varying distance, the
atmospheric attenuation corrections, and directivity index.
The air attenuation corrections considered are atmospheric absorption as a function of distance,
relative humidity and temperature, and the extra ground attenuation as a function of elevation
angle and distance. The variations in distance are accounted for by the spherical divergence
correction which takes the form of:
' * • ' ' • • ' , ;
'
;
 ' AdB = 20log Distance corresponding to the input data
Distance corresponding to the projected data
The corrections due to the doppler shift effect are taken from Reference 21.
The difference in the number of engines between the input and projected condition is corrected by
using the relation
(change in number of engines + 1)
The relative jet velocity correction consists of a frequency shift and a change in SPL level. The
frequency shift is calculated as
f _f 'V - V>vi
"
1
"
v
° <V-v)V()
The "0" subscript refers to the initial condition and the "1" subscript refers to the projected
condition. The airplane velocity is denoted by "V".
The change in the SPL level is expressed as
<Vjet - V)V1
=80.og10 ?i wjet V»VQ
The correction is applied to the primary jet noise only.
The conversion from measured values to subjective units is performed by converting each SPL value
to the subjective NOY unit.
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The perceived noise levels (PNL) are calculated at each angle by using the relation
PNL = 40 + 33.3 Iog10 NOYmax + .15 A\IOY - NOYmax\
When tone irregularities are present, the PNL value is corrected to a tone corrected PNL by applying
a technique which examines the adjacent bands of a SPL spectrum to determine the relative
difference in sound pressure levels.
The effective perceived noise level (EPNL) is determined from a time history of the tone corrected
PNL as outlined in Reference 18.
9.2 ATTENTUATION '
A set of rules were established for describing the growth of airplanes for the penalties of noise
attenuation. These rules reflect experience gained by Boeing-Wichita on recent programs. The
scaling factors are:
Nacelle Weight Multiplier
Fuel Flow Increase at Constant
Thrust
Uninstalled Thrust Required
2.0 (Doubles Nacelle Weight)
4% Increase (airplane installed T/W maintained
constant)
The 150 passenger airplanes were resized for noise treatment penalties. The gross weight increase
data for noise treatment are shown in Figure 63.
20i
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— — _. _ _EBF configuration
MF configuration
2000 2500 3000
F.A.R. field length ~ ft.
Figure 63 Noise treatment penalties
3500
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The.pertinent flight-path information for each configuration is listed in Table 8. The inlet and aft
fan attenuation spectra, Figure 64, represent an increase of 5 dB over the currently available
treatment (NASA Lewis'Quiet Engine Nacelle) to account for 1975 technology. The jet treatment
cpnsists .of. a 5 dB,attenuation, whereas the turbine noise has been attenuated by 10 dB. The noise
level increase, due to the under wing blowing for the EBF configuration was estimated to be 10 dB.
TABLE 8 SUMMARY OF FLIGHT PATH DATA
CONFIGURA-
TION
MF 2000
MF 2500
MF 3500
EBF 2000
EBF 2500
EBF 3500
INSTALLED
MAXIMUM
THRUST
PER
ENGINE
(LBS.)
20,270
15,330
13,430
28,900
19,930
15,850
T/O (AT 3. 5 NM FROM B. R. )
ALTITUDE
(FT.)
3588
2973
2611
3386
2462
2115
VELOCITY
(FT/SEC)
129.1
146.9
177.2
129.1
146.0
179.0
CLIMB
ANGLE
(DEGREES)
10.1
8.6
7.9
9.5
7.1
6.4.
APP. (AT 1 NM BEFORE T.D. )
ALTITUDE
(FT.)
638
638
638
638
638
638
VELOCITY
(FT/SEC)
118.2
138.4
170.5
118.2
138.4
170.5
DESCENT
ANGLE
(DEGREES)
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
OT
o>
40
 r
30
20
10
03
•
o
eo
40
30
20
10
0 1000 5000 10,000 0 1000 5000 10,000
FREQ~Hz FREQ-Hz
Figure 64
Attenuation spectra for approach and takeoff for the inlet and fan duct
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The results are presented on Figure 65. Suppressed engine footprint plots are shown. Information in
the table includes areas and 500. foot sideline noise levels for the airplanes before and after
suppression. The baseline data before noise treatment are shown in parenthesis. Also shown for
comparison are the noise levels at the F.A.R. Part 36 measuring points.
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10.0 DIRECT OPERATING COST
Direct operating costs (DOC) for selected point design airplanes from the set of 18 airplanes used
for the sizing study are denoted in Table 9.
TABLE 9 STOL TRANSPORT DATA MATRIX
NUMBER OF
PASSENGERS
40
150
300
MECHANICAL FLAP
F.A.R. FIELD LENGTH (FT)
2000
BASIC
BASIC
NT
DOC
DOC (NT)
BASIC
2500
BASIC
DOC
BASIC
NT
DOC
DOC (NT)
BASIC
DOC
3500
BASIC
BASIC
NT
DOC
DOC (NT)
BASIC
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP
F.A.R. FIELD LENGTH (FT)
2000
BASIC
BASIC
NT
DOC
DOC (NT)
BASIC
2500
BASIC
DOC
BASIC
NT
DOC
DOC (NT)
BASIC
DOC
3500
BASIC
BASIC
NT
DOC
DOC (NT)
BASIC
BASIC = SIZED WITHOUT NOISE TREATMENT
: NT = SIZED WITH NOISE TREATMENT
DOC = DOC'S CALCULATED FOR AIRPLANES WITHOUT
NOISE TREATMENT :
DOC (NT) = DOC'S CALCULATED FOR AIRPLANES WITH NOISE
TREATMENT
The DOC's were calculated using modified ATA rules according to an agreement between
NASA-Ames, Lockheed and McDonnell Douglas. These rules were used during the first phase of
their studies entitled, "Study of Quiet Turbofan STOL Aircraft For Short-Haul Transportation".
Table 10 is a listing of the adjustments to the 1967 ATA formula to account for STOL operation.
TABLE 10 D.O.C. FORMULA MODIFICATIONS
Adjustments To 1967 ATA Cost Formula Per 1972
NASA-Ames Modification For STOL
Crew pay (3-man subsonic jet)
Fuel
Maintenance labor rate
Airframe maintenance - hourly
Airf rame maintenance - cycle
Engine investment spares ratio
Utilization (hours/year)
40% increase
11.5% increase
50% increase
25% decrease
25% decrease
37.5% decrease
2500
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All other ATA rules and conservatisms remained the same except for reserves. Reserve fuel is
available for a one-half hour loiter at 30,000 feet, plus a climb, cruise and descent to an alternate
field 100 NM away. The alternate field crujse is at best range speed at 15,000 feet.
Airframe and engine prices vary according to the curves on Figures 66 and 67, respectively. The
summation of the two, accounting for number of engines, is the total airplane price. The prices are
indicative of an airplane that would be used at least 3,500 block hours per year.
Typical input information for the 150 passenger, 2,500 ft. STOL airplanes fora 500 NM non-stop
trip is shown in Table 11. This set of data and all DOC curves to be presented are for cruise at M =
.8 at 35,000 feet. Weight of one passenger and baggage was assumed to be 200 Ibs. and the
passenger load factor was 100 percent. For DOC estimation the agreed upon annual utilization value
is 2,500 block hours per year; however, as noted above, the airplane prices were based on a
utilization of about 3,500 block hours per year. DOC'sare presented in 1972 dollars.
A variation of DOC with range for the airplanes described in Table 11 is shown on Figure 68(a).
Sensitivity to number of passengers is shown on Figure 68(b) assuming 2,500 feet F.A.R. field
length capability. The sensitivity to F.A.R. field length for 150 passenger airplanes is shown on
Figure 68(c). The percent DOC increase for the same airplanes with noise treatment is shown on
Figure 68(d).
These trades indicate that trip distances of at least 400 NM are desirable, that 150 passengers is near
optimum and that field lengths longer than 2,500 feet are more economical especially when the
noise treatment penalties are considered.
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TABLE 11 DIRECT OPERATING COST INPUT
Trip Distance = 575 SM (500NM)
No. passengers
F.A.R. field length (ft)
Total gross weight (Ibs)
OWE (Ibs)
Fuel capacity (Ibs)
Total engine weight (Ibs)
Thrust/eng. (Ibs)
Total A/P cost ($M)
Cost of one engine ($M)
Ground (Time (hrs)
Maneuver (Fuel (Ibs)
Air (Time (hrs)
Maneuver (Fuel (Ibs)
(Time (hrs)
Climb {Fuel (Ibs)
(Dist (NM)
{Time (hrs)Fuel (Ibs)Dist (NM)
(Time (hrs)
Descent <Fuel (Ibs)
(Dist (NM)
(Time* (hrs)
>,Cruise {Fuel* (Ibs)
(Dist* (NM)
Block Time (hrs)
Block Fuel (Ibs)
Mechanical
Flap
Configuration
150
2,500
148,300
96,500
21,800
7,000
15,350
11
.467
.100
120
.067
240
.285
2,740
83
.100
600
40
.117
330
50
. 776 . .
4,940
358 -,
1.445
8,970
Externally
Blown Flap
Configuration
150
2,500
167,800
111,700
26,000
12,100
19,900
12.4
.500
.100
225
.067
330
.144
2,560
52
.014
155
6
.117
390
50
.918
6,360
423
1.360
10,020
*Standard ATA airway distance increment and traffic allowance included
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Note: M = .8 cruise at 35,000 ft
Mechanical flap configuration
. __ Externally blown flap configuration
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Figure 68 D.O.C. trade study
11.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A conclusion of the feasibility study of Reference 1 was that through the use of modern control
systems technology to provide ride smoothing, a low-wing-loading mechanical flap STOL airplane
appears competitive with a high-wing-loading powered lift design (airplane Model 751 of Reference
1). Because powered lift was not relied upon, the resulting configuration offered advantages in
system simplicity, reliability, and safety. A more significant conclusion of the present study is that
through the use of an active control system for gust load alleviation, as well as for ride smoothing,
and for the powered-lift airworthiness standards assumed, low-wing-loading mechanical flap
airplanes are competitive with externally blown flap airplanes over a wide range of payloads and
field lengths. Therefore, advantages in system simplicity, reliability, and safety can be realized
regardless of the size of the airplane or the STOL field length.
For the range of field lengths and payloads investigated the MF configurations were lighter, quieter
and more economical than the EBF configurations.
( ^ .
On the average the EBF airplanes were about 12 percent.heavier than the MF airplanes for the same
v mission and field length. "
Gust load alleviation provides a large gross weight reduction for airplanes with field lengths shorter
than 2,500 feet. Without gust load alleviation the MF airplanes were heavier than the EBF airplanes
for field lengths less than about 2,400 ft.
The EBF configurations are very sensitive to landing approach safety margins and go-around
procedures. 'The EBF configuration approach speed was constrained by a requirement to have
a Act safety margin of 15 degrees for vertical gust protection at the approach power setting.
Installed T/W was designed by a requirement to maintain level flight after loss of the most critical
engine with the approach flap setting. As an example of the sensitivity consider a reduction of
the A ct = 15 degree gust margin to 10 degrees which would offer less gust protection than today's
CTOL airplanes; and allow a slight descent after engine failure. The EBF airplane could approach at
a lower speed (have higher wing loading) and could possibly be designed with a lower installed T/W
(depends on whether or not the required go-around climb gradient becomes critical). Preliminary
analyses indicate that this combination would result in an 11 percent gross weight reduction.
The MF airplanes have a 1.3VS approach speed which allows 16 degrees of margin for gust
protection and they can meet the engine out climb gradients without a configuration change.
The EBF configurations require more complex vertical and horizontal tails to keep the surfaces
from being excessively large.
The EBF airplane maximum sideline noise is about 12 EPNdB higher than the MF airplane at 500
feet. The 95 EPNdB footprint acreage of the EBF airplane is 11 times as large as the MF airplane for
takeoff and a factor of 7 larger for the summation of approach and takeoff.
The EBF airplane DOC is about 10 percent higher than the MF airplane in terms of cents per seat
statute miles versus range in nautical miles. This percentage remains fairly constant for the DOC
sensitivity to payload and the DOC sensitivity to field length. In addition to the above comparison
cost analyses for both the MF configuration and the EBF configuration show that: trip distances
less than 400 NM begin to get expensive; a 150 passenger payload and 2,500 feet F.A.R. field length
are reasonable design goals.
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12.0 APPENDICES
12.1 APPENDIX A GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENTS
Final ASAMP predicted group weight statements are presented and the locations are noted in the
following table:
Number of
Passengers
40
150
300
F.A.R. Field Lendth
2000 Feet
MF
TABLE
12
TABLE
18
TABLE
24
EBF
TABLE
13
TABLE
19
TABLE
25
2500 Feet
MF
TABLE
14
TABLE
20
TABLE
26
EBF
TABLE
15
TABLE
21
TABLE
27
3500 Feet
MF
TABLE
16
TABLE
22
TABLE
28
EBF
TABLE
17
TABLE
23
TABLE '
29
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TABLE 12 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration, 40 passengers, ,2000ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GKC1UP HEIGHT
PRIMARY ENGINES
ENGINE ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM „
THRUST REVERSERS
.-" FUEL SYSTEM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
ENGINE MOUNT
-STRUCTURE HEIGHT INCREMENT
"••"" TOTAL STRUCTURE HEISHT
FIXED EQUIPMENT — ' "
" INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
ET-tCTRTCAfS" """'
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS
-' CARSO ACCOMMODATION
EMME*GENCY EQUIPMENT
"AIR CONDITIONING
ANTI-ICING
APU' ' - ""•• "-
FIXEO EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL ITEMS
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAO
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
2970.
186.
150.
143.
253.
310.
0.
4012.
9282.
1034.
9425.
3628.
0.
435.
372".
33.
0.
25388.
582.
983.
805.
403.
780. -
983.
676. .
1971.
235.
231.
466. '
261.
76^ . '
0.
9144.
38544.
1201.
39746.
8000.
9652.
57398.
K5 =
K5 =
K3 =
. K2 =
K21=
K8 =
K;O=
Kll»
K12=
K20=
K14=
. .. . _ . .
K4 =
K16 =
K17=
K17=
~K6 —
K7 =
K15=
, K13=
K18=
"
.K19=
1.00
1.00
1.00
i.oo
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
. ...... . .
1.00 -
1.04
U35
1.35
1.00
1.28
1.00
0.67
1.12
-
1.00
,
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TABLE 13 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 40 passengers, 2000ft. F.A. R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION CROUP
PRIMARY FNGINFS
tNUINb AlLbSbLIHlbb
ENGINE CONTROLS
bNUINb SI AK1 ING bYbl bM
THRUST RFVERSFRS
1-UbL bVSTbM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
VERTICAL TAIL
fiUStLAGE
LANDING GEAR
bNlHNE bIKUIb
ENGINE NACELLES
tfVUINt UUtl
ENGINF MOUNT
bIKUl-IUKE Wtll'MI 1 NtKtftN 1 •
TOTAL bIKUCTURE WEIGH!
HXED EQUIPMENT
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYUHAULICS
PNEUMATICS
tL tU 1 K 1 I AL^
. ELECTRONICS
FLIGHI DECK ACl.UMMUUA 1 lUNb
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATICNS
CARGU ACCOMHIJUA1 1UN
EMHERGENCY EQUIPMENT
AIK LUND1 1 lUNllNtv
ANTI-ICING
FIXED EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
HEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY HEIGHT
PAYLOAO
FUEL
GROSS HEIGHT
WEIGHT
5556.
t. \ i*
150.
956.
0.
7521.
8797.
1544.
•4278.
1 Jb/J.
814.
0.
u.
2"J,6 1 b .
sav.
1379.
384.
f O U«
918.
6 76.
1971.
264.
264.
0.
9425.
46562.
ITEMS 1217.
47779.
8000.
11906.
67686.
«•; =
K3 =
** -
is21-
K8 =
K10=
K12=
K20=
K14=
K16=
K1T =
K17 =
K6 —
K7 =
is.lb =
K18=
K19=
1.00
1.00
1.00
1 .00
1.00
l.UU
I. 00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
v l.uo
• 1.02
1.18
- 1.18
1 .00
1.14
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 14 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration, 40 passengers,=2500 ft. .F. A. R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GKOUP WEIGHT
PRIMARY ENGINES 2419. K5 = 1.00
ENGINE ACCESSORIES 16*. K5 =" ' 1.00
ENGINE CONTROLS 150. K3 = I.00
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM 1«.3. K2 = 1.00
THRUST REVERSERS 39.
FUEL SYSTEM 269. K21= 1.00
PROPULSION WtlGHT INCREMENT 0. •
TOTAL PROPULSION GRDJP WEIGHT 3184. . •
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HORIZONTAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
ENGINE DUCT
ENGINE MOUNT
STRUCTURE WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT
FIXED EQUIPMENT
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
ELECTRICALS
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMMOJATl HNS
CARGO ACCOMMODATION
EMME3GENCY EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING
ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXEJ EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
5856.
780.
734.
9273.
3168.
0.
354.
336.
27.
0.
20529.
576.
984.
738.
355.
- 780. " .
898.
676. - •' ..
1971. . -
235. '•
207.
466.
233.
769.
0.
8889. , • •
K8 =
K9 =
K10=
Kll =
K12=
K20=
K14=
K4 =
K16= ,
K17=
K17 =
K6 =^
K7 =
K15=
K13=
K18-
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.56
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.03
1.27
1.27
1.00
1.21
1.00
O.t.7
1.12
' "-- "~"'
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT 32602. :• ,
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL ITEMS 1191. K19= 1.00
PP.E5AT!°|I'*L EMPT.V WE!GHT _ 33794.
PAYLOAD 8000.
FUEL 8331.
GROSS WEIGHT 50124.
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TABLE 15 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 40 passengers, 2500ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP HEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
PRIMARY FNGINFS
"EWTPJfc AU.tSSUKltb.
ENGINE CONTROLS
FNGINt SIAKIlNb SYSTEM
THRUST REVERSFRS
FUEI 5Y5it*(
PPOPULSIOK WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HWl/.UNI AL I A I L
'VERTICAL TAIL
FUSFLAGt
LANDING GEAR
tNtJINfc SIKUIS
ENGINE NACELLES
bNUlNb HUM
ENGINE MOUNT
SlRUCTURb WfclliHI INCKtMt-Nl
TOTAL STRUCTURE. WFIGHT
HAtU fcUUIKMfclMI
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDPAltLICS
PNEUMATICS
bLECTRICALS
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DbLK ftlCJMMUUAl IUNS
PASSENGER ACCCMMOOAT ICNS
tARGIl ACCU1MUUAI 1UN
EMMFRGENCY EQUIPMENT
ANTI-ICING
AHU . .
FIXED EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WFIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAP
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
WFIGHT
4123.
^/?7.
150.
208.
400.
31 S.
0.
5423.
5938.
HJ«t.
778.
lU/«i I.
.?fiO<5.
1057.
604.
U.
0.
0.
Z?b40.
bPZ.
1319.
b/3.
337.
(PU.
644.
b*0.
1971.
23?.
230.
too •
236.
7t>-».
0.
9117.
38060.
ITEMS 1202.
29282.
BOOO.
9817.
57099.
,
K5 =
K? =
K^ -
• • 1^/1 =
KS =
K9 =
K10 =
Kll =
K12 =
K^u-
K14 =
N't =
K16 =
Rl 1-
K17 =
Kh s
K7 =
K15 =
Kl 3=
K18=
-
K19 =
1.00
1.00
1 . 00
1.00
1.00
i;oo
\*2fi
1.58
1.00
l.UU
1.02
1.13
1.13
1.00
1.10
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
.715
TABLE 16 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
M F configuration, ^40 passengers, =3500 ft. F. A.=R. field length
A SAMP WFI3HTS ' -
PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
PRIMARY ENGINFS
ENGINE ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM
THRUST REVERSERS
FUEL SYSTEM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GR3UP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HORIZONTAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
ENGINE DUCT
ENGINE MOUNT
STRUCTURE WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT
FIXED EQUIPMENT
INSTRUMENTS
.SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
ELECTRICALS
ELECTRONICS
FLIG-IT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMM30ATIONS
CARGO ACCOMMODATION
EMME^GENCY EQUIPMENT
SIR CONDITIONING
ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXED EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL ITEMS
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAVLOAD
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
2184.
154.
150.
143.
-52.
253.
0.
2831.
3554.
545.
559.
9185.
2900.
0.
320.
319.
24,
0.
17406.
573.
1027.
652.
306.
780.
807.
676.
1971.
235.
193.
466.
210.
769.
0.
8665.
2B903.
1187.
30090.
8000.
7799.
45889.
K5 =
K5 =
K3 =
'
 :K2 =
K21 =
K8 =
K9 =
K10-
R-ll'«i
K12=-~
K2.0=
K14=
K4 =
K16-
K17=
K17=
K6 =
K7 =
K15=
K13=
K18=
K19=
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.,
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.14
1.14
1.00
1.11
1.00
0.67
1.12
f,
1.00
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TABLE 17 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 40 passengers, 3500ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
PRIMARY ENGINES
1
 ENGINF ACCbSbUKlbS
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTINt, SYbltM
THRUST RfcVERSERS
FUEL SYSTEM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
VERTICAL TAIL
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE bIKUIb
ENGINE NACELLES
ENGINE DUCT
ENGINE MOUNT
STKIK.IUKt WtlUHl I r*,Ktl"lt:IM 1
1UIAL bIKULIUKb WbldHI
HXtu tuuipNfcNi
INblKUMhNI b
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
fcl tU IK. ILBLb
ELECTRONICS
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS
CAKl»U ALUU^IUUA 1 1UIM
EKMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
A 1 K l^UNU 111 UN iNla
ANTI-ICING
API)
FIXED EOUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPFPATICNAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
HEIGHT
3410.
150.
20B.
124.
ZBV.
0.
4383.
3826.
3 1 **«
535.
32?9.
v04.
499.
0.
u.
iLVltl •
•> I 7.
1329.
292.
770.
o •
1971.
235.
213.
0.
R892.
33402.
ITEMS 11<>6.
3459R.
8000.
8972.
51570.
K5 =
K.3 -
K3 =
K8 =
K10=
Kl 1 =
K12 =
kc 0 —
K14=
K?6 =
K17=
K6 —
K7 =
Kl 3-
K18=
K19=
1.00
l.UU
1.00
l.UU
1 .00
1.00
1*00
1.00
K5B
1 . 00
1.00
i!oo
1.03
1.03
1.00 .
1.03
0* 67
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 18 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
 r
MiF configuration, 150 passengers^ 2000ft. F.A.Ri field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
" "PRIMARY ENGINES
ENGINT ACCESSORIES
ENGINE "CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM
- THRUST 'REVERSERS
FUEL SYSTEM
'PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP'
WING
•'" HORIZONTAL "TAIL "" .
•• VERTICAL TAIL '
.FUSELAGE '•' "" '-'
' LANDING -GEAR"
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES' '
ENGINE DUCT
ENGINE MOUNT
STRUCTURE WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEISHT
FPCEUT QUIP KENT '"
: INSTRUMENTS "
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
.PNEUMATICS ' - . '
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS "'
PASSENGER ACCOMM3D4TIONS
." CAR3T) ACCT1MHOOSTIDN , -
EMMEHGENCY EQUIPMENT
ANTI-ICING
• APU """ " "" "'
FIXED EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT HEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAD -
FUEL
GROSS WEISHT
WEIGHT
92*5.
372.
150.
143.
2672.
811.
0.
13383.
41104.
420*i
3344.
22602. '- - '
11623.
o.
2564.
1301.
102..
•~- " o.
--86846.
- 674. '
1966.
1164i
846." '
1571.
906V
9445.
"~ "80Bi
640.
404.
• 988V ;i
o;
22834.
123062.
ITEMS 3409.
126471.
30000.
27442.
183912.
K5 =
- --• - xs •»
K3 =
• •" • " K2 =
• K21=»
1
KB =
K10=
Kll =
K12=
—K20a
"K14=
- -.--'•
• K4 =
K16=
K17i
. US"*"
. K7 =
-"' '.-K15=
X13=
K18=
K19=
' 1.00
1.00
1.00
- 1.00
- t.oo
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
•••'-•- - — ••
- — tiroo
1.04
1V3.5
1.35
" 1.28
-liOO -
1.12
. . . .
.
1.00
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TABLE 19 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 150 passengers, 2000 ft. F.A. R, field length
ASAM.P WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GKOIIP
P R I M A R Y ENGINES
ENS'INt ACCtSMIKItS
ENGINF CONTROLS
FRGINF" STARTING SYSTEM
THRUST R E V F P S E R S
'TTm "SYSTEM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HUKIiUWISL IAIL
V E R T I C A L TML
:~" FU5EU*Gr " "~~"
•• LANOIMG GEAR
• ENGINL SIK'JIS
FNGINE NACELLES
E-MCiINt- UUt 1
ENGINE MOUNT
MBUCTIWE "WHGHT INCREMENT
TPTAL 5 IRtlCIUBt WLlSriT
FIXED tOUIKMbNI
INSIKI IMfcNIS
? SURF-ACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
bLEt 1 K ICALb
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCU'-1l«UCA T IIJN5 .
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS
CAP.GO ACCCMMOnATinN
EHMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
rtlK LI 'IMU I I 1 UNI Mil
ANTI-ICING
API)
FIXED EOUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND O P E R A T I O N A L
OPERATIONAL EMPTY Wf lGHT
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GR.OSS WEIGHT
WEIGHT
17571.
ab<!.
150.
?08.~" "
5051.
flftO.
0.
?4511.
37793.
6^i> j.
4P96.
'• ?.T<t*tt. "
135?9.
3'»<57.
A750.
u.
0.
0.
VI 1ft 1.
6^8.
27?8.
iuv^»
8?1.
1 !>(9U.
1524.
Vllfe.
044S.
BOB.-
736. .
1 bt>^.
^36.
v« o .
0.
23623.
1A62<?5.
ITEMS 3A46.
149741.
30000.
34326.
214066.
K5 =
. . • K1TT= -
K3 =
. K? =
K?l =
K8 =
KT» — . •
K10= ;
Kll =
K!2 =
K20-
K14 =
*
R4 =
•K16 =
Kl 7 =
'K17=
Ko —
' K7 = .
Klb-
M .* =
K18= '
"
Kl<5 =
1.00
l.UU
1.00
1.00
1.00
I. 00
1 • Ou
1.00
1.2*>
1.58
• 1.00
1.00
. • . >
1.00
1.02
1.1^
1.18
1 • uu
- 1.14
l.OU
U.O 1
1.12
1.00
.. . . . ,
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TABLE 20 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration, 150 passengers, 2500ft. F. A. R, field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
PRIMARY ENGINES
ENGINE ACCESSORIES
FNGINF CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SITSTtM
THKUSr KFVRRSf-RS
FURL SYSTEM
PKOPULSION WF. IGHT INCREMENT
WEIGHT
6998.
314.
1?0.
143.
1816.
662.
0.
K5 =
K5 =
K3 =
KZ =
K2l =
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GKOUP
WING
HORIZONTAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLFS
ENGINE DUCT
FNGI.MF MOUNT
STRU:TURE WEIG-IT "INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT
FIXED FQIIIPMF.NT
10004.
23326.
?578.
2106.
20820.
9371.
0.
1623.
1088.
77.
0.
60989.
K8 =
K9 *
K10»
Kll =
K12 =
K20=
K14=
.00
.00
.00
.29
.58
.00
.00
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
ELECTRICALS
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMMJUAT IONS .'
CARGil ACCOMMODATION
EMMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING
ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXED EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY. WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND Oi»EKATIONAL ITEMS
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEI3-IT
PAYLUAO
FIIPI.
648.
1942.
1000.
era.
1560.
1329.
906. ;
9445.
808. :•-
525.
1662.
339.
988.
0.
22029.
93102.
3375.
96477.
30000.
?lfl04.
K4 '«
K16 =
K17=
K17»
K6 *
K7 =
K15 =
K13 =
K18=
K19 =
1.00
1.03
1.27
1.27
1.00
1.21
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
GROSS WEIGHT 148280.
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TABLE 21: GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, ISO.passengers, 2500 ft. F. A. R. field length
A SAMP WF IGHTS
PRfJPULSIl.'M GROUp
PRI"AFY EMGINFS
1 1
 ' tNIJINE ALlbSSUKIbS
bNGINE CONTROLS
FKGINF. STARTING SYSTE"
THRUST RFVF.PSFRS
" FUEL." SYSTEM
PROPULSION WflGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PKOPULSION GROUP HEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
~ HIIRIZl'Nl AL TAH""
VERTICAL TAIL
hUSKLAGfc
LANDING GF.AO
ENGINE STRUTS "
ENGINE NACELLES
t.NlilNt nui. r
ENGINE MOUNT
SIKUUUPF WEIGHT INCREMTNT"
1CIAL SlRUCTURf PflGHT
f- 1XEO tUUl I'MfcNI
INSTKUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
tLtCl hlt-OLb
ELECTHONICS
•hLH>ni un.i^  ALt-linhOUAT IQKS
PASS=NG£R ACCOMMODATIONS
EMMFRGENCY EQUIPMENT
ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXED FOUIP. HEIGHT INCPFMFNT
TOTAL FIXEH EQUIPMENT HEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
HEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY HFIGHT
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
WEIGHT
1?1U.
150.
20S.
?501.
0.
17184,
23171.
??0fl!
1060?.
~ 2572.
2454.
u.
0.
— -0.
68515.
:
 257^1
660.
1286.
906.
80 ft.
588.
359.
ol
22637.
108336.
ITEMS 3400.
111736.
30000.
26014.
167750.
<5 =
K3. =
K2 =
K8 =
K10 =
"Kt 1 =
K12=
f.20-
K14 =
' K4 "=
K16 =
Kl 7 =
K17 =
K7 =
K15 =
Kl ? =
K1P =
'
•
K19 =
1.00
1 .00
1.00
1.00
. 1.00
. 1.00
• 1 . "2*?
1.5P
l.OO
1.00
1.00
1.02
1. 13
1.13
1.00
1.10
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
'
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TABLE 22 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration, 150 passengers, 3500 ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
PRIMARY ENGINES
ENGINE ACCESSORIES . '
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM
THRUST REVERSERS
FUEL SYSTEM
PROPULSION HEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GPOJP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HORIZONTAL TAIL
VtRTICAL TAIL
FUSELAGE
LANDING GEAR • .
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES ' •;
ENGIMF. OUCT
ENGINE MOUNT .. -
STRUCTURE WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT
FIXED EQUIPMENT
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS . •;
HYDRAULICS ...
PNEUMATICS
ELECTRICALS ',
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS", .
CARGO ACCOMMODATION
EMERGENCY E3UIPM;NT '.' .
AIR CONDITIONING
ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXED EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT HEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT..
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIS-IT
PAYLOAI)
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
HEIGHT
6124.
280.
150.
143.
1477.
603.
0.
8735.
K5
K5
K3
K2
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
13479.
1795.
1514.
19940.
8260.
0.
1256.
995.
• • ' ' 67.
0.
47306.
635.
2082.
855.
557.
1560.
• - 1148.
906.
9445.
808.
4<>8.
1862.
293.
988.
0.
21607.
. - -77698.
ITEMS 33bl.
81059.
30000.
19638.
130697.
KB =
K9 =
• KIO =
Kl 1 =
K12 =
K20=
.<:•.. K14 =
K4 =
X16=
K17=
K17=
K6 =
K7 =
K15 =
' • • - . ' . K13=
• ,- . KIB=
,
R19-
- ". -'
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
1.00
•1.02
1.14
1.14
1.00
1.11
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 23 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 150 passengers, 3500ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP WFIGHTS
PKOPULS1GN GROUP
PRIMARY ENGINES
IrlNblNt
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING
THRUST P.EVERSFRS
FUFL SYSTEM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
SYSTFK.
HEIGHT
9631.
150.
20B.
253H.
K5 =
i\5 =
K3 =
'•
 :
 - K2 =
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
K2l 1.00
0.
T O T A L PROPULSION GROUP HEIGHT
_STRUCTURfcS GROUP
KING
13600.
14219. K8 1.00
HnKl/UNTAL mlL
VERTICAL TATL
FUSFLAGF
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
t N(~9 1 Nt Dl't J
ENGINE MOUNT
'STRUCTURE WFIGHT INCPEKENT
166 B .
1431.
2354^ .
9206.
- -71 29.
1410.
u.
0.
"• ~0.
r* 7 — * i • UO
K10= 1.00
— Kll= 1.29
K12= 1.58
x?o= i .00
<14=. ' 1.00
1
TOTAL STRUCTURE WF.TGHT
nxn)
' • ' INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTRCLS
HYDPAULirS
PNEUMATICS
t LVC IHlLALb
ElECTRONICS
646.
2642.
• "F05V '
543.
1121.
M6-
-" K17= -'
K17 =
K6 =
K7 =
1.00
1.00
1.03
1.00
1.03
FLTT-HT
PASSENGER A C C O M M O D A T I O N S
EM-iER.GENCY FOU1PMENT
"IIP I..1INIH 1 KIN INli
ANTI- ICING
F I X t D EOUIP. WFIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS IMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANOAPf ! IVNO (JPrf.AT ICNAL ITEMS
9445.
" POF. • - • .
516.
1S62.
309.
o!
22151.
P938?.
3^82.
Klfl= l!l?
. ^
. K19f . 1.00
OPERAT10M/VL EMPTY ViEICrtT 92765.
30000.
22893.
145(58.
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TABLE 24 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration, 300 passengers, 2000 ft. F. A. R. field length.
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
PRIMARY ENGINES
. . ENGINF ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM
THRUST REVERSERS
FUEL SYSTEM
PKOPJLSION WF.IGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING ,
:
 HORIZONTAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSFLAGE
LAMDING GEAR
ENGINF STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
TNGINE OOC.T
ENGINF MOUNT
STRUCTURE WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT
FIXED EQUIPMENT , . ' . ' . ,
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
ELECTPICALS
•' ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS
CARGO ACCOMMODATION
EMMERGFNCY EQUIPMENT
'.< RIR tONniTIONINr,
"'" ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXER EQUIP. WEI3HT INCREMENT
TOTAL F1XFO EQJhPME'JT WEIGHT
HANUFACTHFRS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT.OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAP
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
WEIGHT
21356.
622.
150.
143.
4757.
1521.
0.
28550.
K5 =
K5 =
K3 =
K2 =
K21 =
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1264P6.
0994.
7775.
51UO.
27*62.
0.
7662.
3472.
215.
0. ...
234246.
856.
3165.
1875.
1723.
! . 2984..
2737.
1154.
20576.
2041.
1452.-
3011.
611.
.1426.
0.
43611.
306407.
ITEMS 6346.
312753.
60000.
62097.
434850.
K8 =
K9 =
K10=
Kll =
K12 =
K20=
K14 =
K4 =
K16=
K17=
K17=
K6 =
K7 =
.
 K>5=
. ' . . . . K13=
:\ Kia=
K19=
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
. 1.00
1.04
1.35
1.35
1.00
1.28
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 25 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 300 passengers, 2000 ft. F. A. R. field length
ASA MR WEIGHTS
PROPLLSIPN GROUP
^PRIMARY ENGINFS
ENGINE 4C(-FbS(.iRlfcS
ENGINE CONTROLS
THRUST REVERSFRS
• ' FTJEVSYSTFH ' '
PROPULSION WFIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WFIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
MING
HIJKIiONIAt 'AIL
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSFLAGF
LANDING GEAR
ENGIMF STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
tN'ilNE U1.K, f
ENGINE MOUNT
STmjCTURF WFIGHT INCPfcPtNT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WEIGHT
t- 1 XtO EJUI PMfcN 1
INSTRUMCNIS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
tL 1-1,1 Kll-ALb
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DtLH Atl.UNMUDAT IL'NJ
PASSENGER ACCfi'lMOOATI CNS
CAROI) ACCGMMUHATIUN
EMMEKGEMCY EOUIPMrNT
AIR CUNU I T 1 UNlN'j
ANTI-ICING
FIXF.I1 EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WFIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPTRATICNAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WFIGHT
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GROSS HEIGHT
WFIGHT
?900B.
• SiUU.
150.
7313^
lf>B5.
0.
49263.
106473.
103571
t-ua ib,
30035.
f> ^ 5 1.
13766.
0.
0.
0.
2*IU4<?.
a»5.
42tO.
162*!
£. VO •* «
2605.
?0576.
1583.
^U 11.
636.
0.
44579.
334B34.
ITEMS 6370.
341254.
60000.
73985.
475239.
K5 =
Ks =
K3 =
*<•
K^l-
K8 =
K10=
K12=
N/U-
.-
K4 =
K16 =
Rl7 =
K17 =
^6 —
K7 =
R! 5=
K18=
K19 =
1.00
1. 00
1.00
1 .00
l.OU
. 1.00
1.00
1. 2v
1.56
1 .00
1.00
•,
' ; _,
1.00
1.02
1.18
1 • 00
1.14
1 .00
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 26 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration, 300 passengers, 2500 ft. F.A. R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PF.OPULSUiN GROUP
PRIMARY ENGINES
ENGINE ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CONTROLS
ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM
THRUST REVERSED '•
FUEL SYSTEM
PROPULSION WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HORIZONTAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAIL
. FUSELAGE
• . LANDING GEAR . '
ENGINE STRUTS
ENGINE NACELLES
ENGINE DUCT
ENGIME MOUNT
STRUCTURE WEICHT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE WFISHT
FIXED EQUIPMENT .
INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CONTROLS
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATICS
ELECTRICALS
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS '
CARGO ACCOMMODATION
EMME3GENCY EQUIPMENT
AIR CHNOITIONING
ANTI-ICING
' APU
FIXEO EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT HEIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAO
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
WEIGHT
15070.
502.
150.
1*3.
4095.
1234.
0.
21194.
64099.
5484.
4331.
45839.
20415.
0.
5018.
2827.
166.
0.
148179.
775.
3031.
1466.
1253.
'2984.
2096.
1154.
20576.
2041.
1090.
- - 301 1.
479.
1426.
0.
41383.
210755.
ITEMS 6292.
217048.
60000.
45971.
323018.
K5 =
X5 =
K3 =
K2 =
K21 =
K8 =
— K9 =
K10 =
Kll =
K12=
K20=
K14 =
• - — • -
K4 =
K16=
K17 =
K17=
- K6 =
K7 =
K15=
- ; Ki3=
K18 =
'
K19 =
1.00
t.OO
1.00
•1.00
1.00
1.00
liOO
1.00
li'29
1.58
1.00
1.00
- • -
1.00
Ir03
1.27
1.27
- -IvOO
1.21
liOO
- 0.^ 7
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 27 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 300 passengers, 2500 ft. F.A.R. field length
A S A M P WF IGHTS
PPllPULSICN GPfHJP
ENGINF CONTROLS
'EfvGTjr"STARTING
TH3UST
'"Frier
PROf'Ul S10N Wf. IGHT
W E I G H T
?5010.
IJU.
150.
— • -- 20R.
6106.
0.
K5 = l.OC
KH = 1.0'J
. K? = 1.00
.— -K2 = -."-1.00
'
TOTAL PROPUl-SION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
W I ,M( -
.iN I At~i A It
ICAI- TAIL
FTJSFL&"GC
LANDING' G^AP
•— ~ENR1NF "STRUTS "
ENG1NF NACF.LLCS
6 N (i 1 n( h DUCT~
ENGINE MCUNT
618-1.
5575.
'.
 :
 54137.
??6rtO.
e?57.
o. ' : •
i N C . R F . W F N T ~ 0.
K« = 1.00
K9 - 1.00
K10= 1.00
" ' Kll = 1.?°
. K 1 2 = 1.5.8 .
K 1 A = - 1.00
• T"
""" " ' "
HEIGHT '161725.
FIXED E3U IP Hi- . Ml
IKlSTHUMFNTS
SURFA:F CPNTPOLS
HYOPAULICS
PNEUMATICS
tLbl. IKlLflLS
ELECTRPNICS
FLH'.HI OELK AC(,!'1MMOI)A 1 IONS
' PASSENGER ACCOMMODATIONS
CARGO ACCUMHriDAI ION
EMMf-RGENCY FOUI^MENT ' • ' _ - '
(1 IK CUNOI 1 ION 1 Nl>
ANT I -ICING
APU
FIXfO EQUIP. WEIGHT I NCR E MEN T
TOTAL FIXFn EQUIPMENT WCIGHT
MANUFACTUKEKS FMPTY WEIGHT
WFIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPEP AT I HNAL ITEMS
OPEPATION4L FMPTY WFIGHT
" "HOI.
*97ft.
1?20.
20i9; '
115'.
20576.
?o*i;
?01 1.
531.
' "1426.
0.
4736*.
?385*9..
6322.
2^B71.
- ' r.v •- = • i.oo
K-16= • . 1.02
•«17= 1.13
K7 = 1.10
"K15= l.'OO
K13^ 0.-B7
K19= 1.12
'
K19= 1.00
PAYLOAD 60000.
FUEL 5398°.
GKOSS WEIGHT
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TABLE_28 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
MF configuration^ 300 passengers, 3500ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP WEIGHTS
PROPULSION GROUP
PKIMARY FNGINFS
ENGINE ACCESSORIES
ENGINE CnNm'LS
ENGINF STARTING SYSTEM
THRUST c.EVERSFRS
FUEL SYSTM
PROi>'ILSItiN WCIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT
STRUCTURES GROUP
WING
HORIZONTAL TAIL
V E R T I C A L T A I L
FUSFLAGF
LANCING HEAR
ENGINF STRUTS
ENGIME N A C E L L E S
' TNGINE "DUCT
ENGINE MOUNT
STRICTUPE HEIC-tT INCREMENT
TOTAL STRUCTURE HEIGHT
FIXFO EQUIPMENT
, INSTRUMENTS
SURFACE CUMTROLS
HYDRAULICS
. PNEUMATICS
ELECTPICALS
ELECTRONICS
FLIGHT DECK ACCOMMODATIONS
PASSENGCP ACCOMM034TIONS
CARGO ACCOMMODATION
-• FMME'-IGENCY EQUIPMENT
AI* CONDITIONING •
ANTI-ICING
APU
FIXE3 EQUIP. WEIGHT INCREMENT
TOTAL FIXED EQUIPMENT WEIGHT
KANUFACTRERS FMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANDARD AND OPERATIONAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GROSS WEI5HT
WEIGHT
12828.
455.
150.
143.
3639.
1102.
0.
18367.
35218.
3657.
2940.
43475.
17325.
0.
4075.
2566.
141.
0.
109396.
739.
3243.
1199.
980.
2984.
1726.
1154.
20576. .
2041.
932.
3011.
401.
1426.
0.
40412.
168175.
ITEMS 6265.
174440.
60000.
39688.
274128.
K5 =
K5 =
K3 =
K2 =
K21 =
K8 =
K<J =
K10=
Kll =
K12 =
K20=
K14=
' ' ' ' " -•' - '
K4 =
K16=
K17=
K17 =
,K6 =
K7 =
-; K15=
•:•. K13=
• , K18=
.
••
K19=
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.29
1.58
1.00
1.00
1
 1.00
1.02
1.14
1.14
1.00
1.11
1.00
0.67
1.12
1.00
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TABLE 29 GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT
EBF configuration, 300 passengers, 3500ft. F.A.R. field length
ASAMP HP IGH7S
PP.nPULSir.N GROUP
HPINAK'Y ENKINES
bKGINt ACM:S5nRTE5
FK-GME CMNTKtUS
F.NGINF START! MG SVSTFM
THRUST PTVEPSERS
'" """ FUEL SYSTTM
PKOPULSION wrir.HT INCRFMI-NT
TCTAL PROPULSION GRUUP WHGHT
STRUCTURES Gcni.lp
WING
HI, HI /UN I «t I A I L
VERTICAL TAIL
FUSEL &GF
LANDING GEAP
FNGTNF STRUTS
ENGINE MACfcLLFS
ENGINE DUCT
ENGINF. MOUNT
" STRUCTURE WTTGHT INCREKCNT
~~~ TCTTAU STRUCTURE WCIGHT
FIXtD FQU1PMFNT
TMSTRTlMFNTS
SUKFACE CONTKOLS
HYDPAULICS
PNEUMATICS
El.ECIRICALS
ELECTRONICS
FCTGHT'DFCK ArcnKHnOATTONS
PASSENGER ACCC^MODATIONS
— — — ~ CARGO ACCOHHOPATIDN
EMMERGENCY FOUIPMENT
ftIK LliNIJ 1 1 1 ' JIN 1 Nli
ANTI-ICINGSPU ~ -
FIXEl) EQUIP. WFIGHT INCRFMENT
TCTAL FIxrD EOUIPMENT WFIGHT
MANUFACTURERS EMPTY WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF STANCAPO AND Oi>EF:A1 1 CNAL
OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT
PAYLOAD
FUEL
GROSS WEIGHT
wrir.HT
?0?0?.
. (.U 1 .
150.
?OB.
•547?.
12A6.
0.
?7SjPO.
?6R7A.
J"ASi.
Z7B1.
51721.
10310.
3<5Z:>.
?857.
0.
0.
0.
1?^ 14.
76?.
A096.
1151.
070.
/! VM*t .
1719.
115A. -
?057fc.
' 20*1.' -
1034.
- V 1 1 •
t«C.
~ 1A26.
0.
4]?63.
192657.
ITEMS 6295.
19B95?.
.eocoo.
*fr583.
305535.
KS =
1^5 -
K^ =
K2 =
K21 =
KR =
KQ —
kio=
Kll =
K12=
K20=
K1A =
1CA" =
K16 =
K17=
K17=
^e> =
K7 =
- Kttr=
- KV?«
K18 =
Kl° =
1.00
1.00
1.00
• 1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
!.?*>
1.56
1.00
1.00
-
T.tJO
1.00
1TD3 ~
1.03
1.00
1.03
(J7£T
1.12
1.00
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12.2 APPENDIX B HIGH SPEED DRAG POLARS
Final ASAMP predicted high speed, drag polars .are presented and the locations are,noted in the
following table:
Number of
Passengers
40
150 .
300
F.A.R. Field Length
2000 Feet
MF
FIGURE
69,
FIGURE
75
FIGURE
81
EBF
FIGURE
70
FIGURE
76
FIGURE
82
2500 Feet
MF
FIGURE
71
FIGURE
77
FIGURE
83
EBF
FIGURE
72
FIGURE
78
FIGURE
. 84
3500 Feet
MF
FIGURE
73
FIGURE
79
FIGURE
85
EBF
FIGURE
74
FIGURE
80
FIGURE
86
130
6 Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
.3
.2
.1
01 .02 .03
CD
.04 .05 .06
Figure 69 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 40 passengers, 2000ft. F. A. R. field length
131
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
L 7/
7
1L
7L
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06
'D
Figure 70 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 40 passengers, 2000ft. F.A. R. field length
132
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
I '}
7
7
7
J L
01 .02 .03
C^
.04 .05 .06
Figure 71 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 40 passengers, 2500ft. F.A. R. field length
133
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
7
I
7
.3
.2
.1
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06
CD
Figure 72 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 40 passengers, 2500ft. F.A.R. field length
134
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
Mach No. . 7
T
1
IL
7z
8 .81
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06
Figure 73 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 40 passengers, 3500ft. F.A. R. field length
135
.8 .81
Figure 74 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 40 passengers, 3500ft. F. A. R. field length
136
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
7
7
.01 .02 .03
CD
.04 .05 .06
Figure 75 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 150 passengers, 2000 ft. F. A. R. field length
137
.6
.5
.4
CT .3
.2
0
Mach No. .7
—v
.8 .81
77.
.01 .02 .03
C^
.04 .05 .06
Figure 76 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 150 passengers, 2000 ft. F.A. R. field length
138
Mach No. . 7. .8 .81
Figure 77 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 150 passengers, 2500ft. F. A. R. field length
139
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
V
.5
I
.3
.2
.1
01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06
Figure 78 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 150 passengers, 2500ft. F.A. R. field length
140
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
Figure 79 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 150 passengers, 3500ft. F.A.R. field length
141
.8 .81
Figure 80 . High speed drag polar 1 ,, .
EBF configuration, 150 passengers, 3500 ft. F;A. R. field length
142
Mach No., o 7 .8 .81
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
00 .01 .02 * .03 .04 .05 .06
Figure 81 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 300 passengers, 2000ft. F.A.R. field length
143
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
7
z
01 .02 .03
CD
. 04 .05 .06
Figure 82 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 300 passengers, 2000ft. F.A.R. field length
144
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
z
/z
7
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06
C^
Figure 83 High speed drag polar
MF configuration,. 300 passengers, 2500 ft. F. A. R. field length
145
Mach .8 .81
Figure 84 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 300 passengers, 2500ft. F;A.R. field length
146
Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
CT. .3
Figure 85 High speed drag polar
MF configuration, 300 passengers, 3500 ft. F.A. R. field length
147
,6 Mach No. . 7 .8 .81
7
z
.3
.2
.1
.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06
Figure 86 High speed drag polar
EBF configuration, 300 passengers, 3500ft. F.A. R. field length
148
12.3 APPENDIX C DETERMINATION OF EBF WING LOADING AND THRUST TO WEIGHT
The step by step determination of the optimum wing loading (W/S) and thrust to weight ratios
(T/W) for landing and approach for a given field length airplane is outlined in the following Section.
The rules in terms of landing gradients and margins are presented in Section 5.2. This Section will
present the actual numbers and plots for the baseline EBF configurations. As discussed in Section
4.3.4 the low speed aerodynamic data for the EBF configuration with and without an engine out
were defined for flap settings of 15°, 25°, 35° and 45°. These aerodynamic data with the
appropriate engine data were input to the gradient and margin computer program. Output from this
program is presented by Figure 87{a) through 87(d) for flap settings of 15°, 25°, 35° and 45°,
respectively. The all engine data are presented on the left portion of the figures and the engine out
data on the right portion of each figure. Examination of these data in light of the rules presented in
Paragraph 5.2 reveal that at Act =15° the all engine approach power setting is the limiting
(maximum) usable approach lift coefficient for all approach flap settings. For a given W/S, the
approach speed is thus defined, VAPP = V 90 r *or eac'1 ^ 'ap ?ettin9- F'9ure
LAPP
18 presents the F.A.R. landing field length as a function of V^pp. Utilizing these data, the F.A.R.
field length for each flap setting and W/S is defined.
Definition of the required design T/W for each approach flap setting is the greater of:
• All engine climb gradient = .032 \ approach
> flap
• Engine out climb gradient = 0 ; setting :
or
• Engine out climb gradient = .027 \ go-around flap setting
See Section 5.2 for discussion of configuration changevfor go-around.
Based on these criteria a go-around flap setting was determined by allowing the approach flap
setting to be reduced until the required engine out T/W for a climb gradient of .027 at the approach
lift coefficient was equal to or less than the T/W required to maintain a level flight path ( 7 = 0°) at
the approach flap setting, while maintaining all other margins. This allows the sink rate to be
arrested while the flaps are retracted to the go-around setting at constant airspeed. Determination of
the go-around flap setting and required minimum T/W is a search process and requires cross
plotting. The results are summarized in Table 30 for each assumed approach flap setting (Reference
Figures 87(a) through 87(d)).
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TABLE 30 EBF CONFIGURATION LIFT AND THRUST CONSTRAINTS
PF ) APPROACH
15°
25°
35°
45°
Ci
.
 LAPPROACH
1.78
2.26
2.78
3.45 '
(T/W)! „
.315
.350
.430
.555
(TW)2
,355
.400;
.490
.620
[^pJGO-AROUND
15°
20°
31°
40°
( T/W )3
.355
.380
.430
.555
(T/W)1 — Engine out T/W required for T =0° at the approach flap setting
(T/W)2 -
(T/W)'
— Engine out T/W.required"for climb gradient = .027 at approach flap setting
(no configuration change allowed for engine out go-around) . .£
— Engine out T/W required for climb gradient - .027 at go-around flap setting
Based on these data the FAR field length as a function of design T/W (approach flap setting) can be
presented as in Figure 88. From these data "the various-combinations of W/S and corresponding T/W
for given field lengths can be determined. These data are presented on "Figure 89 for field lengths of
2,000, 2,500, and 3,500 feet. Fora given field length many different combinations .of W/S and T/W
are possible. Thus to achieve a given field length; there exists a trade off between W/S and T/W (flap
setting). For a given field length,the optimum configuration was defined as the lightest gross weight
configuration to perform the design mission.i .: . ; ; . : . '.. . • -';
Pertinent approach and go-around data for the EBF configurations are presented on Figure 90. The
go-around thrust coefficient is referenced to the all engine gross .thrust.
12.4 APPENDIX D WEIGHT AND BALANCE- '-, \
Weight and balance CG determinations for the 150 passenger, 2,500 foot field length MF and EBF
aircraft are shown in Tables 31 and 32 respectively.
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Figure 88 EBF configuration landing design chart
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Note:
4-engine airplanes
Landing constraint (F. A. R. field lengths)
Locus of minimum weight airplanes
.26
50 60 70
Wing loading - Ibs/ft
80 90
2
100
Figure 89 EBF Configuration landing design constraints
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TABLE 31
MF CONFIGURATION GG DETERMINATION
150 PASSENGERS,
2500 FT. FIELD LENGTH
Component Weight (Ib) Arm (in) Moment (in-lb) % MAC
Wing Engines
Tail Engine
Wing
Horiz. Tail
Vert. Tail
Fuselage
Land. Gear
Instruments
Surface Controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electricals
Electronics
F.D. Accomo
Pass. Accomo
Cargo
Emerg. Equip.
A/C
Anti-ice
APU
Manufacturers
Empty Weight
Standard & OP
Items
O.W.E.
Payload
Fuel
8,345
4527
23,325;
2,578
2,106
20,820
9,371
648
1,942
1,000
678
1,560
1,329
906
9,445
808
525
1,862
339
988
93,102
3,375
96,477
30,000
21,804
673
1,325
738
1,504
1,337
640
586
293
800
681
547
371
347
106
662
441
512
744
398
598
(722)
•566
(717)
658
723
5,616,185
5,998,275
17,213,850
3,877,312
2,815,722
13,324,800
5,491 ,406
189,864
1,553,600
681 ,000
370,000
578,760
461,163
96,036
6,252,590
356,328
268,800
1,385,328
1 34,922
590,824
67,257,631 38.9
1,910,250
69,167,881 36.5
19,740,000
15,764,292
Max. Gross 148,281 (706) 104,672,173 32.0
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TABLE 32
EBF CONFIGURATION CG DETERMINATION
150 PASSENGERS,
2500 FT. FIELD LENGTH
Component Weight (Ib) Arm (in) Moment (in-lb) % MAC
I.B. Engines
O.B. Engines
Wing
Horiz. Tail
Vert. Tail
Fuselage
Land. Gear
Instruments
Surface Controls
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electricals
Electronics
F.D. Accomo.
Pass. Accomo.
Cargo Accomo.
Emerg. Eq.
A/C
Anti-ice
APU
Manufacturers
Empty Weight
Standard & OP
Items
O.W.E.
Payload
Fuel
11,105
11,105
23,171
2,700
2,208
24,807
10,602
662
2,578
936
660
1,560
1,286
906
9,445
808
588
1,862
359
988
108,336
3,400
111,736
30,000
26,014
331
411
601
1,490
1,330
637
448
.'.. 293
800
- 681
547
371
347
. -106
662
441
., . >'. 512
- 744
.398
598
(582)
566
•• (582)
658
581
3,675,755
4,564,155
13,925,771
4,023,000
2,936,640
15,802,059
4,749,696
193,966
2,062,400
637,416
361,020
578,760
446,242
96,036
6,252,590
356,328
301,056
1,385,328
142,882
590,824
63,081,924 33.2
1,924,400
65,006,324 33.0 .
19,740,000
15,114,134
Max. Gross 167,750 (595) 99,860,458 38.7
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